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A. Tha.t is correct.
Q. Even .though the stock was the same company, Grosset
was still $29 a share?
A. That is right.
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& Dunlap, the price

After Blyth covered its short position, the stock slowly declined in
price, falling to 24 per share on June 30, 1961.125 Whenasked whythe
firm did not reinstitute the extra commissionor sales credit after the
short position was covered, a representative of the firm stated:
At the original
issue price, there might have been some hope that it would
be sustained there by a redistribution.
Once that point is passed, you might
well change your mind that it is not as attractive
a value at 24. Comparable
securities
may have sold down even more sharply until this one might have looked
overvalued at that point, so that I don’t believe you can draw the conclusion
that because it was attractive at 29, it ~s much more attractive at 24.

Blyth’s after-market activities present some of the problems that
may arise when an integrated firm, having managed an underwriting~
decides to "make the market more orderly" by taking positions greater
than normal trading practices might dictate.
The price decline
brought about by public selling in the after-market was apparently
retarded by the firm~g willingness to accumulate a sizable position and
its desire not to let the price "drop off as quickly as we ordinarily
would." Whenthe accumulated securities were resold from inventory
they were not resold in the open market but to the firm’s own retail
customers~ at a price level which existed to an important extent because of its own activity in the market and with the help of extra
compensation to salesmen. Immediately following the voluntary
assumption of a short position as a result of negotiated sales to institutional investors, the firm ceased active solicitation of its customers
by withdrawing extra compensation to salesmen and covered its short
position as the market declined. Thus its role as market maker and
the nature of its marketmaking activities were primarily conditioned
by its role as undervcriter and the availability of its retail outlet rather
than by any established standards applicable to the role of market
maker as such. Nor ~vas there any disclosure, in connection with the
firm’s retail activities~ of its dominant position ~n the market or of
the fact that the sales were being made from the firm’s inventory or
~
that extra compensation was being paid to salesmen.
(b) Nponsorship.--After completion of a distribution~ an integrated
firm may "sponsor" the trading market for an underwritten issue.
The term "sponsor" suggests the continuing responsibility
that an
integrated firm mayfeel to maintain a continuous market in securities
in which it has placed its customers. Manyof the aspects of trading
described a.bove with respect to an integrated firm and a mana~ng
underwriter are equally applicable to the sponsored security; the discussion in the present section does not purport to be a comprehensive
treatment of sponsorship but merely an analysis of limited statistical
data regarding market,making activities
of sponsors as compared
~2~
with other market makers.
~ See app. IV-A for a price chart of Grosset &Dunlap stock.
~ See the rec~mmendattonin ch. III.B and ch. IV.C with respect to reqr]iring disclosure
of ~rextra
compensation
respect an
of analysis
particularof types
of transactions.
In ch.
IX.B thereinappears
the price
per,formance of sponsored, stocI~s
and nonsponsored stocks over a 5-month period, which included the market break of May
1962, and it is there conclu4e4 that, using the one criterion of price change between the
beginning and en4 of this period, sponsored stocks followed the same price pattern as non°
spon,sored ones.
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In questionnaire OTG-3,all broker-dealers were asked to identify
those stocks which they sponsored; the term was not defined in the
questionnaire. 128 The trading of each broker-dealer which identified
itself as a sponsor in any of the 200 stocks was studied to determine the
distinguishing characteristics, if any, in terms of volumes and prices,
of their activity in the market on the study day of January 18, 1962.
On the basis of this separate analysis of volume and price data of
those broker-dealers desi~o~nating themselves as sponsors, as well as
interviews of broker-dealers conducted by the Special Study, it would
appear that there is, on the one hand, a very considerable disparity in
the marketmaking activities of the various firms designating themselves as sponsors and, on the other, a broad similarity in marketmaking activities of the entire group of sponsors as compared with
market makers generally. Both the disparity within the group and the
similarity with other groups maybe partially attributable to different
definitions of the term "sponsor" by respondents, differing characteristics of the securities involved, or simply the limitations of the oneday "snapshot" of the market. But, from the available data, the
differences of performance within the sponsor group are more obvious
than the differences between the sponsor group and market makers
generally.
In all, 62 of the .~00 stocks in the questionnaire OTC-3sample were
identified as being sponsored. In nine of these neither the sponsor nor
any other market maker had any purchases for their own accounts on
January 18, 1962. In 15 other stocks the sponsor made no purchases
although other market makers did while, at the other extreme, in 9
securities the sponsor was the only dealer who bought stock in the
market on January 18, 1962. In general, as would be expected and as
would also be true of other market makers, sponsors’ relative ~artiei~ation tended to increase inversely to the numberof other dealeSs quotlng
markets (taMe VII-8).
Sponsors were not a particularly significant factor in direct transactions with the public for most securities. Indeed, the majority of
sponsors executed no transactions with public customers on January
18, 1962, and in over three-quarters of the 62 stocks sponsors did less
than 20 percent of the public business (table VII-9).
2k fuI~her analysis was made of price spreads on January 18, 1962,
in interdealer transactions and public transactions for sponsored
stocks as a group as compared with nonsponsored stocks as a group.
The analysis, based on the spreads between the average purchase price
and the average sale price for each stock in each group where relevant
transactions occurred, again shows a considerable disparity of spreads
within each group and a general similarity in patterns between the
two gTOUpS,in respect of both interdealer transactions and transactions with public customers (table VII-10). Thus, with respect
the price spreads of these transactions on January 18, 1962, the available data do not show any discernible basis of distinction between
~
sponsored stocks and other stocks.
~s See pt. A.2, above, and app. VII-B. As indicated previously,
these firms were reauested to supply detailed schedules of their tran,~,~ctions
in 200 randomlv selected stocks
for 1 day, Jan. 18, 1962, (or In the case of less active stocks, a longer period).
,~o For a detailed summary of the prices charged and received by sponsors in transactions
with the public and with other dealers, see app. VII-G.
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The study also examined the performance of a random group of
sponsors during the market break in May 1962. It has previously
been noted that 40 securities of the original 200 were chosen for further study in relation to the market break. 13° Sponsorship was not a
criterion for selection of the 40 securities; 18 of the 40 were sponsored,
according to the responses of 22 different broker-dealers made to
questionnaire OTC-3.1~1 Amongthe more salient findings are the
following:
1. Of the 22 sponsors, 6 did not trade on May28 ; 8 were sellers
on balance; and 8 were purchasers on balance, 5 of them purchasing 200 shares or less on balance.
2. The group of 22 sponsors were sellers on balance on May28
b(2,312
and(2,707
on May
31 (6,774The
shares)
and not
purchasers
alance shares)
on May 29
shares).
study did
determine
the extent to which the sales by sponsors on May31 might have
been the result of outside demand or might have reflected the
sponsors’ own decisions to liquidate inventory by sales into the
market or to customers.
3. With respect to transactions with public customers, as distinguished from total transactions, sponsors were sellers on balance on May28, 29, and 31. In the 3 days combined, they sold
almost four times as manyshares to the public from firm account
as they purchased from the public for their firm account.
(3) The integrated fir~n in a noncompetitive mar~e~
For manysecurities in the over-the-counter markets, there may be a
limited number of dealers--if
any--actively making a market. As
described in a previous section~ in a random selection of 300 stocks
appearing in the wholesale quotation sheets during a typical 2-week
period, 273 of the stocks appeared in the sheets on a single day at the
midpoint of the period. Of the 273 stocks, 64 had only 1 dealer entering any kind of quotation and 48 others had only 2 dealers entering
any kind of quotation. Thus, for 91 securities out of the 300 in the
saml~]e (30 percent) at most only 1 dealer indicated an interest on the
particular day; and for 139 securities (46 percent) at most only
dealers indicated such an interest.
These figures serve to il-lustrate one of the most important facts
about over-the-counter markets as a broad category~that within the
broad category are many securities of limited public interest where
~
marketmaking may be confined to one or two dealers at most.
Apart from the fact that Che depth, liquidity, and continuity of the
market for such a security is dependent on the resources of one or
two firms and their willinga~ess to take positions~ both business and
regulatory considerations applicable to such a market differ from
those applying to a market having more numerous market makers in
several important respects.
The ultimate safeguard of competition among market makers is
obviously lacking in such a situation as compared with one involving
~s0 See pt. A.2, above.
~sx The trading activities
of these firms in the market on May 28, 29, and 31 is summarized
in app, VII-H.
¯ s: Also see table 25 of app. ¥II-A which shows the number of dealers entering quotations
in the National Monthly Stock Summary of the National Quotation Bureau for a sample of
1,618 over-the-co.unter
stocks covered in questionnaire OTC-4.
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numerous market makers. The possi’bility
of checking competing
markets and obtaining "best" executions is correspondingly limited
if it exists at all~ so that obligations of nonmarketmakers in executing
retail orders may not be definable in the same terms as where there
are numerous market makers. Also, since the sole or dominant market
maker frequently is an integrated firm, problems of interaction between its wholesale and retail activities may becomeparticularly complex in the absence of any independent market maker.
For reasons such as these, many of the questions examined in this
chapter must be looked at not in terms of over-the-counter securities
as u single broad .category but in terms of the depth of public and
professional activity for various securities within the broad .category.
In particular,
securities having a sole or dominant market maker
must often receive separate attention in examining problems and
devising business or regulatory solutions and the study attempts to
give due recognition to this distinction in several of its recommendations. In this section, attention is focused primarily on problems of
pricing and disclosure and possibilities of abuse where an integrated
firm is the sole or dominant market maker.
The one or more dealers making markets in a ’security with limited
professional and public activity are frequently in a position where
their own activities and quotations exert a substantial influence upon
the level of the market. The retail prices of a sole or dominant market
maker are not affected by competition but may be affected by the firm’s
ownactivity at the retail level2 33 The pu’blic customer who purchases
such a security either through another broker-dealer or from the
dominant market maker may not be advised of the lack of an independent market ~or the security, of the market maker’s potential
control over prices, or even that marketability of his security may
depend on a single broker-deMer’s willingness to continue making a
TM
market.
Problems are magnified when the dominant market maker firm
solicits customers who have no independent means for evaluating representations about the issuer or its prospects, since the issuer is usually
not subject to the reporting requirements of the Exchange Act and
13’
mayreport little or nothing about its affairs on a voluntary basis.
Similarly, the protec.tio.n which results from a multiplicity of evaluations by several market makers is lacking. Th~ NASDmarkup
Olicy, which is designed to protect customers against overreaching
retail prices, maybe of little help in such a situation sinc~ it is
applie~l in relation to quotations or costs of a single broker-dealer who

~n

~sa The Commission has noted :
"Every over-the-counter dealer who ’specializes’
in a security, in the sense that he effects
a high percentage of the transactions in the security, and in the sense that he is the principal buyer and seller and is most familiar with the affairs of th, e issuer and the stat~ of
the market, to some extent dominates the market in that security.
His trading volume
may be the backbone of the market in the security
and his determination
t~ pay more or
less may~ be determinative
of market movements, ttoweve~, to the extent that he does
business with dealers or with informed member,s of the public who have access to information about issuers and quotations and can weigh investment in the security
as against
investment in others, and to the extent that there exists the possibility
o.f an independent
market in the security, the over-the-counter specialist’s
decisions abaut pricing are s.ubject
to the check of free and competitive
forces."
~Vorris ~ Hirshberg, 21 S.E.C. 865, 874
(1946).
~ The Commission described this situation in the follo~ving way :
"* * * Purchasers did not kn(~w that they were being subjected to the hazards inherent
in a situation
where the withdrawal of support by the persons dominating the market
would mean the closing of the only available forum for trading in such security."
~. T.
Jackson & ~o., ~ S.E.C. 631, 656 (1950).
a~ See ch. IX.B.
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is in a position to establish the price level through its ownretail selling
136
ca.mpalgn.
During the new issue phenomenonof 1959-61, trading markets were
frequently dominated and controlled by managing underwriters of
small speculative issues. A particular type of abuse is illustrated by
situations in which the underwriter would withhold a substantial
portion of the issue by placing shares in fictitious accounts and other
accounts which it controlled and then generate public demand for
the issue. Customers were told by salesmen that the issue was oversubscribed, fictitious
quotations were placed in the sheets, often
137
through other firms,
to create the appearance of an active and
broad trading market and to provide a basis fo.r retail premiumprices,
and optimistic publicity was disseminated concerning the issuer. The
pu.blic was then induced to buy the issue in the market at premium
prices, the "market" being one created by and under the control of
persons actively engaged in a distribution, lss Wheninvestors who
purchased at premiumprices later sought to dispose of their holdings,
.they. found that the market had evaporated or that the bids appearmgm the sheets were "nominal." 1.~
The Commission has attempted to reach this kind of abuse under
the fraud provisions of the statutes. In a series of cases, the Commission has held that, when a security is sold "at the market," it is
fraudulent for a broker-dealer to fail to disclose to a purchaser that
the market for the security is subject to the artifical restraints of the
broker-dealer’s
domination and control. 1~° This approach depends
almost completely upon the policing of transactions by the Commission and the NASD
and the discovery of fraud, at best, after the damage is done. If investors had access to reliable information as to the
number and identity of the broker-dealers making independent markets, and the nature of their markets, such a policing instrument
against overreaching and fraud would of course remain important but
at least the wary investor would be alerted and in a position to protect
himself at an earlier point.
~l. Wholesale trading antler special eo~wlitions
This subsection considers the conduct of wholesale trading markets
under two special sets of circumstances: the first, during the acquisition or disposition of a block, and the second, during a period of extreme price stress; i.e., the market break of May1962. Each of these
particular situations points up certain aspects of the over-the-counter
markets not evident in the conduct of routine trading activities.
(1) Bloc]¢ transactions
The nature of the over-the-counter markets, together with the relative freedom of these markets from some of the regulatory restraints
applicable to exchanges, particularly in connection with dispositions,
1~ See pt. D.4.a, below.
a~ The fact that several dealers appear in the sheets is not inconsistent
with there
being a single
or dominant market maker. The appearance
of others may be at the
request of a single firm and at prices prescribed by it. See the (~tscusslon of th,is practice
in sec. 3 and pt. D.4.b, below.
ass See, e.g., Lewis Wol], Inc., Securities Exchange Act release No. 6949 (Nov. 21, 1.962.)
and ch. IV.B.
lss See see. 2.b, above.
a~o See, e.g., Barrett d; Go., 9 S.E.C. 319 (1941) St erling Se curities ~o ., Securities Ex change Act release
No. 6100 (1959). See also Bloomenthal,
"The Case of the Subtle
Motive and the Delicate Art--Control
and Domination in Over-the-Counter
Securities
Markets," 1960 Duke L.J. 196 and pt. D.5, below.
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has tended to result in more flexible methods for the handling of
1.1
blocks.
Generally, but not universally, the handling of a block acquisition
or disposition is done with or through
primary market in the security. 142 The primary market maker usually
receives a large numberof incoming calls which facilitates its handling of a Mock. One such wholesale dealer explained the usefulness
of its facilities in the following way:
* * * [B]ecause
of the fact that
we have so many houses,
exchange
houses
and retail
houses and any kind that you want to name plus our correspondents
in out-of-town
cities
who are constantly
getting
calls.
One person might want
to sell,
and another person wants to buy. That is what we do. He [the seller]
knows that we are going to get so many more calls
than he can possibly
make.
He can only call the person in the sheets while we get calls
from all over the
country
because
we are in the sheets
and we are known to have made a market
in the security.
Say that we make a market at 4 to 41£ on the stock.
When it comes in he
wants to sell 800 shares at 4. * * * [I]f he went on the street,
[a] fellow takes
100. By coming to us, if we make a market there is a better
chance for us to
give him that execution for the full amount of the stock at the full bid price.
Q. Why?
A. Because we are getting
more calls
than the average small dealer.
He can’t
find a buyer. In our case, the buyer finds us. * * *

The wholesale dealer may adjust its quotations and attempt to buy
or sell on balance to facilitate the acquisition or disposition. In the
case of an acquisition, bids and offers are raised above its competitors’ markets, and conversely, lowered in the case of a disposition. By
raising both bids and offers in connection with an acquisition, the firm
attracts sellers and discourages buyers from coming to it. Lowering
bids and offers has the opposite effect of discouraging selling inquiries
and stimulating buying interest
~I he aeqmsltlon of a block, particularly in the case of ~ security with
,~ small floating supply, may under certain circumstances have
dramatic effect upon its price. For example, when a wholesale dealer
acquired about 13,000 shares and 11,000 warrants of Cove Vitamin
Pharmaceutical, Inc., a new issue with a total floating supply of
108,000 units, for the account of a retail firm the price for the shares
went from 113~ to 35 and for the warrants from 8¼ to 9,3 in 3 weeks
(March 26-April 13, 1961) .14~ The trader who accumulated the block
indieat.ed that he was required to raise his bid consistently in order to
facilitate
the acquisition. He had warned the partner of the retail
firm that "everybody on Wall Street knows that you are going to be
a buyer."
The flexibility of the over-the-counter markets in the handling of
blocks, is
.reflected. in the varyin~techniquesfor effeeting dispositions.
A d~sposltmn may be syndicated and the syndicate may be governed
~*~ See oh. IV.C for a discussion of unregistered distributions
of securities and ch. VIII.C
for institutional
participation in the securities markets.
1’2 Institutions
have indicated that they most often use the primary market maker to
acquire or dispose of blocks. See ch. VIII.C. In some cases, however, a customer or
retail
firm may split the order among several over-the-counter
traders. The traders have
stated that splitting
large orders among dealers may be quickly detected as described in
C.2.b(2),
above. Some traders
regard splitting
of an order as a somewhat deceptive
practice and feel justified in moving their prices away from the order in such a situation.
~*aSee sec. 2.a, above. On occasion wholesale dealers with a substantial
number of
Institutional
customers may be able to cross the order with another institution,
thus avoiding the necessity of executing in the open market with other dealers.
~ See the discussion of this acquisltign in ch. IV.B.3.d.
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by either an informal understanding to participate jointly in its disposition or by a formal underwriting, agreement. On the other hand,
some dispositions may be simply "worked out" over a considerable
period of time in trading transactions by the primary market maker.
If a formal underwriting agreement is used, it will usualiy contain
provisions on such matters as stabilizing purchases by the manager
and open market transactions by other membersof the underwriting
group. Such a disposition is made in the same manner as a secondary
distribution of a listed security and the participants treat the distribu{ion as subject to the regulatory controls governing market activities
during a distribution. 14~ In ti~e absenee’-of a for~rnal underwriting
agreement, however, manyfirms appear to regard the disposition of
a block, no matter ho.w large, as subject to no greater controls than
normal trading transactions despite the fact that the disposition may
have all the characteristics
of a "distribution."
For example, the
study examined the disposition of 20,000 shares of Continental Casualty Co. stock on December 27-28, 1962, by Wellington Fund.
These shares were purchased by a large wholesale dealer at 753/~ net-15,000 shares on December 27 and 5,000 shares on December 28. The
wholesale dealer then sold 19,311 shares of the block to ~ syndicate of
60 broker-dealers at 76~/~ and retailed 689 shares to its owncustomers
at 78a/z net. While the disposition was in progress the wholesale dealer
continued to bid for and purchase the security being sold in the open
market. It would appear from an examination of the sheets that the
wholesale dealer maintained a bid of 76½ during the disposition--a
~
bid that was substantially higher th~n other bids in the sheets.
After completion of the disposition, the wholesale dealer dropped its
supporting bid.
An example of a nonsyndieated disposition of a sizable block of
stock on a "workout" basis is the sale of 75,000 shares of American
CementCo., Inc., stock by Affiliated Fund to the same wholesale dealer
over a period of several weeks in e~rly 1961.~ The wholesale dealer
was making a market in American Cement at that time; the m~rket
was competitive with a large numberof interested dealers. The dealer
while "working out" American Cement stock did not lower its quoted
bid or offer because the market was active with heavy public demand.
However,the dealer’s offer was subject to negotiation and the spread
which normally was around three-eighths of ~ point could be negotiated to a quarter of a point by purchasing broker-dealers. In this
wayalthough the dealer both purchased and sold stock, it was a seller
on .balance.
The arrangement with the fund was that the dealer would first sell
stock, thus acquiring a short position. At the end of each day the
dealer would compute the average sale price on that day. It would
then purchase, or "take down," from the fund sufficient stock to cover
its short position a.t a price about one-fourth of a point less than the
average sale price. Whenthe market looked ~veak, the dealer would
not take downstock from the fund, to cover its short position at the
end of each day but would permit it to run 2 or 3 days and keep its
~ See oh. IV.B.3.c and C, and oh. VIII.(L
~ The wholesale dealer apparently
did not regard the disposition
of the block as a
distribution since no stabilizing reports were filed with the Commission.
~ This disposition was reported by Affiliated Fund in response to questionnaire IN-4.
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bid high in order to "help the market along.’; The supporting purchases made by the dealer reduced its short position and delayed further "take downs" from the fund. l’s The necessity for supporti.ng the
market while making such dispositions of blocks is regarded as Impor149
tant by manywholesale firms executing transactions of this type.
In the handling of block transactions, the wholesale dealer is relatively free of the regulatory restraints applicable to his counterpart
on the exchange--the specialist. Block transactions involving listed
securities that cannot be handled in the regular auction market are
supervised by exchange officials and reported to the exchange and the
Commission; some are publicized on the tape. The specialist cannot
participate in some block transactions except under restrictions imposed by exchange rules, and when he does participate, the merchandising activities of his firm in connection with selling a block are subject to restraints upon the payment of compensation to salesmen and
the use of selling literature.
Someof these differences in the degree of regulation between markets may be inherent in the nature of each market, e.g., the manipulative potential in the concentration of trading activity on an exchange
and the presence of a tape which publicizes transactions.
Others,
however~appear to be due to the greater attention that historically has
been paid to the exchange markets and the relative ease of access to
information about exchange transactions.
(2) Market stress
The market break of May1962 provides a case study of the over-thecounter,
wholesale
markets
o
p eratin gunder
conditions,
of p ricestress
.
During the summerof 1962 membersof the Special Study staff visited
25 broker-dealer firms in 10 different cities throughout the country to
discuss various aspects of that phenomenon.Most of these firms made
a substantial numberof markets and had sizable retail businesses. The
firms were sent a memorandumadvising them of the matters to be
discussed 1~ and requesting that they supply data concerning their
positions and transactions, both for the break and for prior periods.
The break ~vas also discussed at various times with other firms, including pure wholesale dealers. The following discussion is based on
these interviews and data.
As a general rule, in active markets wholesale dealers will tend to
maintain relatively large inventories in anticipation of public demand.
Whenactivity begins to slacken, wholesale dealers will tend to reduce
~taNo stabilizing
reports were filed with the Commission under rule 10b-7 covering
these purchases.
~ In 1959, the Commission proposed an amendment to rule 10b-7 (the basic s’tabilization rule) relating to stabilizing
activities
other than in connection with a distribution.
One of the industry comments on the proposal stated :
"It is feared that the rule might preclude a dealer ~vho buys a block of ’free’ stock for
distribution
from maintaining a bid or raising his bid price while the block in question was
being legitimately
distributed
at retail.
I~’requently,
in the over-the-counter
market, a
dealer will acquire a block of stock and while dis’tributing
the block through his organization will continue to acquire stock in the open market. Such continuing acquisition
is
not done with the intent of raising the market price but is done with the intent of acquiring additional stock for, distribution because the d’.ealer believes in the future of the company concerned and is of the opinion that the block is underpriced.
"To require a dealer to withdraw from the market or to freeze his bid price until the
block was d~stributed,
wonl(~ in many cases~ result in a hardship on a l~egitimate dealer
operation bearing no rela~tionship to the evil the rule is designed to stop."
This comment indicates
the need for clarification
of the application
of rule 10b-6 in
connection with unregistered
distribution
as recommended in ch. IV.B and
a~ See oh. XIII for a more general study of the 1962 marl~et break.
~ A copy of the memorandumis set forth in app.
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their inventories. During the year 1961, the over-the-counter markets
were extraordinarily active and wholesale inventories generally were
maintained at fairly high levels until the end of the year.
Beginning in January 1962 and throughout the spring of that year,
inventories of most of the firms studied were substantially reduced,
due primarily to bearish expectations about the market situation and
a weakening of public demand for over-the-counter securities.152
One firm making markets in 50 to 60 securities ceased making markets
by early spring 1962;. many others reduced., the number of marke~s
made and substantially cut downlong poslt~ons, sometimes by direct
sales into the market at the bid price of other market makers. Some
firms discontinued trading in the more speculative new issues which
were the source of muchof the frenetic trading activity in the wholesale markets in 1961. However, pessimistic views of the market were
by no ineans universally held among wholesale market makers and
somefirms held their highest inventories in May1962.
Most firms indicated that reductions in inventory were accomplished
by adjusting inside prices and "working the shares out" in the wholesale market. 153 Others reduced their inventories by selling on balance
to customers. For example, one firm, at the time it was making a
drastic reduction in inventory, sent out a market letter stating that
it was a good time to purchase securities.
Wholesale trading markets in the spring of 1969~ immediately prior
to the market break becameless active, resulting in wider spreads and
markets "good" for a smaller number of shares. One large wholesale
firm stated that a market which would have been firm for 2,000 shares
in May1961 and 1,000 shares in January 1962 became firm for only
200 to 500 shares in May1962, prior to the market break. Also there
was a stronger tendency to adjust quotations downwardafter execution of a transaction.
The percentage of "subject" markets began
to increase.
One over-the-counter dealer stated that he immediately opened his
markets lower on the morning of May28 because the financial section
of a leading newspaper for the preceding day contained the worst
news he had seen in manyyears. Most of the firms interviewed stated
that they adjusted their prices in sympathy with prices on the NYSE,
and not on the basis of direct selling pressures.
During the break, over-the-counter dealers quoted their markets
with substantially
wider spreads. In many instances spreads were
so wide that they represented up to 30 and 40 percent of the bid price
of the security. Accompanying wider spreads were "subject" markets. Whena firm quotation could be obtained, it was rarely good
for more than 100 shares and a wholesale firm which purchased 100
shares might immediately lower its bid, sometimes substantially. In
stocks where firms had short positions or institutional buying orders
there was slightly more depth. Some firms refused to make any
markets at all and others refused to bid. One wholesale dealer said
Sss On.e large wholesale firm sent the following memorandumto its traders on May 16,
~[.962~
:
"’We think yesterday’s rally was st sufficient correction of the pre~lous selloff. .,We wish
all long situations to be disposed, of on this current strength. ~Hereafter no longs will’ be
permitted to go into the lo~ position,
and will have to be sold on the day they are
delivered unless an offsettlng sale is available."
Specialists
on the N¥SE also substantially
reduced their positions in the months preced~ing the break. .~See ch. VI.D.6.e(4)..
¯ s~ See the d~tscussion of the techaique of "working out" shares in subsec. (1), above.
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it liquidated "across the board" and purchased only when it felt it
could do so with "impunity." 1~4
As a general rule during the market break, those firms without a
direct wire or telephone line to a trading firm experienced significant
delays in attempting to communicate, largely due to overcrowding of
telephone switchboards. 15~ Most communicating was confined to turret
lines and private wires. In order to deal with the problem of communication, particularly by wire, and because of the uncertain character of
the markets being made during the market break, some calls coming
into wholesale houses were firm offers rather than inquiries for a quotation. For example, one St. Louis firm stated that they were making a
market in a stock on May29 at 23 bid and 24 asked. At that time a
NewYork firm came over the wire of the St. Louis firm’s NewYork
correspondent offering stock to them at 22, a full dollar belowthe price
they were bidding.
Very few firms left firm markets with correspondents in other cities.
Many firms ceased posting quotations on their boards and required
that all executions be madedirectly with traders specializing in the
particular stock.
On the basis of available evidence, although the volume of actual
trading in the over-the-counter market during the break was substantially above that of prior recent periods, the increase did not approach
proportionately the increase in volume on the New York Stock Exchange. In fact, the volume in the over-the-counter markets appears
to have been less than that of a typical day I year earlier.
Part of the temporary loss of orderliness and liquidity in the overthe-counter markets stemmed from the inability of market makers to
keep aware of what their competitors were doing, of the state of the
market, and of their own o.perations. The NYSEtape ran hours late
and that tape serves as an ~mportant barometer for all securities markets. A substantial loss in liquidity resulted from the unwillingness
of some over-the-counter market makers to make firm markets, and
from a widening of their spreads that discouraged public buying as
well as selling £~d thus tended to eliminate the normal intermediary
function of a market maker.
The markets made by integrated firms were criticized by some wholesale firms,, whostated that the activities of integrated firms were geared
only to m~kingmarkets with the assistance of active retail departments
which were inoperative during the period of the market break. On the
other hand, the performance of the pure wholesale firm was criticized
by integrated firms ; they concluded that the latter acted only as "middlemen" with capital too limited to provide depth. Somedealers expressed the opinion that investors in over-the-counter securities, unlike
exchange investors, benefited from the lack of liquidity in the market
because they were discouraged from selling.
a~ That firm also commented as follows :
"* * * at times during these days our quotation.s,
during periods
of sharply
dropping
listed
markets,
were in many cases ~.ominal
,and without
firm bids.
In other cases our
bids were limited
to 100 shares.
,In other instances
we wo~ld qualify
our quotations
by
st,~ting
that the m,arket
was ’small,’
the implication
being that the bid was less than
100 shares.
* * *
’ "’The markets quoted by other trading
firms were generally
char,~eteristic
of our own.
Sizes were red~ce~ and quotation
spreads were widened and it was difficult
to effect
sales
of any appreciable
amounts of stock except
at substantially
reduced
and/or
declining
prices."
¯ ~ See sec. 1.b(2),
above.
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Several wholesale dealers indicated that, when the market turned
upward in the afternoon of May29 and rose consistently on May31,
they sold on balance to take advantage of buying power. Though they
increased their bids somewhat(but not to the previous level), they
lowered their offers and were sellers on balance. As a result, whenthe
market returned to a higher level, manydealers could point to lower
inventories. Overall, the recovery in prices in listed securities was not
matched by a similar recovery in the over-the-counter markets in the
period immediately following the break.
After the market break some over-the-counter firms instituted a policy of purchasing only sponsored or active securities or those in which
they had done significant research. Months after the market break,
important wholesale firms were still quoting subject markets. In part,
the lag in recovery reflected a reluctance on the part of market makers
to take positions unless assured of a fairly rapid disposition to retail
customersor retail firms.
3.

WHOLESALE QUOTATION

SYSTE:M:S

The ’"sheets" published by the National Quotation Bureau, Inc. (the
"Bureau"), are the primary mediumfor the dissemination of wholesale or "inside" quotations amongprofessionals. They are of crucial
importance to the over-the-counter markets. The then chairman of
the NASD’sboard of governors described their role to the study in
these terms:
I think we all know about the great reliance
placed upon the
everywhere. It is their little
daily bible,
so to speak. * * *

sheets

by dealers

The quotation
system in recent
years has assumed much greater
importance.
It is part of the whole gro~vth of the over-the-counter
market. * * * And so, as
the market grows,
the importance
of these
quotations,
the backbone
of this
market,
increases.
I think it behooves the [NASD] to have these quotations
as
accurate
and honest as is possible.

Professionals use the "sheets" to find and communicate buying or
selling interests in securities and to judge activity. The wholesale
prices supplied by dealers for the sheets are used by the NASDfor
determining which securities to quote at the retail level and computing
retail quotations which are published in the newspapers.156 In addition to their role in the securities markets and thus in the economy,
they provide the basis for computing certain taxes and for the valuing
of collateral for loans. They also provide information important to
such regulatory bodies as the NASD,State securities commissions,
and the Commission.
As section 9~ of the Exchange Act points out, 15~ quotations are
affected with a public interest.
Many Commission decisions have
noted the quotation system’s importance and the harm that may result
from its misuses, l~s The Congress has in section 15(c)(2) of
~ The quotations
in the sheets are also used by the NASDin applying its "markup"
policy and by the Commission in determining the reasonableness of markups. See pt. I).4,
below.
~ "The prices established and offered i~ [securities]
transaction~ are generally disseminated and quoted throughout the United States and foreign countries
and constitute
a
basis for determining and establishing
the prices at which securities
are bought and sold,
the amount of certain
taxes owing to the United States aad to the several States by
owners, buyers, and sellers of securities,
and the value of collateral for bank loans."
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Exchange Act authorized the Commisison to deal with such misuse,
directing it to implement that section’s ban on "any fictitious
quotations." An official
of the NASDhas described the National Quotation
Bureau which publishes the sheets as a "private business that is connected with a public interest."
No legal restraints
prevent any person
from undertaking the operation of a wholesale quotation system, but
since the Bureau now enjoys a virtual monopoly in its field, any discussion of such systems must focus on it.
a. National Quotation Bureau, Inc.
(1) Structure and mechanics
The Bureau is a private, profitmaking corporation unaffiliated
with
the NASDor any other organization. 159 ’The Bureau is not subject
to regulation
by the Commission. 16° While the present management
of the Bureau is considered responsible, there is no legal assurance
that this type of management will continue in the future. The NASD
is not unconcerned about the potential
dangers here; its executive
director made the following statement to the study :
A. I have to say I think Mr. Walker [president
of the Bureau] has done and
is doing a very good job within the limits
of his ability
to do so in policing
the sheets.
Sometimes there
is a slip.
But I know that
he is sincere
in his
endeavors
to police
them. I do think
that
the NASD would take a very dim
view of any group getting
control
of the NQB unless it was just a !topnotch
group
of people.
We would be very much concerned
if a trading
group got control
of
the NQB. We would be terribly
concerned if an inside group consisting
of certain
underwriting
people would get control,
certain
kinds of underwriters.
So, we
do have considerable
concern
as to the future
of that organization
and what
might come out of it.
Q. Could you expand a little
bit as to why you would be concerned
if certain
types of people got control?
Why would it be a matter
of concern?
A. In the last 3 or 4 years we have had an entirely
new type of person entering
the underwriting
business.
I do not think that their
ethical
concepts
are the
highest.
I think they would not hesitate
to use Ithe sheets for their o~vn purposes
in maintaining
their
own markets.
I think that would be very dangerous
and
disastrous.
I can also see certain
dangers in certain
types of trading
houses
getting
control
of the sheets.
They could use the sheets for their
own purposes
in making markets
in which they were particularly
interested.
All of these
things may add up to considerable
danger.

The sheets of the Bureau are ostensibly available only to brokerdealers to inform them of interests in buying or selling securities. The
bids and offers that appear may not be a completely accurate indication of the actual market at the time of publication since there is
inevitably a delay between a broker-dealer’s submission of a quotation
and its publication. However~ quotations are supposed to be "firm" as
of the time of submission: when a broker-dealer submits a quotation,
he represents that he is, at that time, willing to trade at the prices
.quoted. If the quotation represents only a basis for negotiation, there
~s supposed to be an indication to that effect. TM
The sheets do not report on any set "list" of securities.
A brokerdealer may submit quotations for as many securities
as its contract
~The service
was founded in 1~911 by Arthur Elliot,
and in 1913 merged with a
monthly publication
to form the Bureau. Louis Walker, now its president,
began as an
employee in 1911. ~In the early 1.920’s he purchased an interest
in the Bureau, and upon
the death of E1]iot i~ the 1930’s, Walker bought the controlling interest,
which he retains
and actively exercises.
a~ Quotations for securities
traded on exchanges are disseminated and their use is regulated by the particular
exchange involved. See ch. VI.B.1. "~he Commission under sec.
19(b) of the Exchange Act has the power to alter or supplement excha~nge rules dealing
with, amongother things, "the reporting of transactions
on the exchange and upon, tickers
maintained by or with the consent of the exchange."
~ See the ~iscussion~ of firmness of quotations in see. ~.b, above.
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with the publisher permits. Both the securities quoted and the
broker-dealers submitting quotes differ from day to day. 1~2 Widely
knownand actively traded issues are likely to appear regularly, with
as manyas 20 or 30 dealers quoting i~-way markets. For manyother
securities, entries maybe quite sporadic, with only one or two dealers
appearing, and not even one indicating an interest in both buying and
selling. 1~3 Manysecurities maynot be quoted at all, either because
no active trading interest exists or because the sources of trading interest are so well lmownthat the market makersconsider publication
of wholesale quotations unnecessary.
The sheets appear each day in three editions. The Eastern Section,
or "pink sheets," is printed in NewYorkand is by far the larges~, with
over i~00 pages of quotations on stocks and about 30 pages on bonds.
The WesternSection, or "green sheets," is printed in Chicago, with
about 39 pages. The Pacific Coast Section, or "white sheets," is
printed in San Francisco, with about 49 pages. Manyfirms in the
Pacific Coast area subscribe to, and enter quotations ~n, the pink and
green as well as the white sheets. The Eastern and Westerneditions
have a unified list of 9,000 subscribers. ThePacific Coast edition has
995 subscribers, of which 95 broker-dealers are in the East.
In January1963 the three editions listed each day a total of about
39,000 quotations covering approximately 10,000 securities and submi.~ted by between 1,000 and 1,300 broker-dealers throughout the
country.
Thetrend of listings over recent years is evidencedby the following:
TABLE VII-b.--Nun~ber

Year ~

of

stock
and bond issues
quoted
Bureau "sheets,"
1950-63

Stock issues

1950 ..................
1951 ..................
1952 ..................
[953 ..................
195~ ..................
1955 ..................
t956 ..................

~ 050
~ 200
5,400
5, 450
5,500
5, 700
6,100

Bond issues
2,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
1,

000
900
700
700
650
800
700

Year i
1957 ..................
1958 ..................
1959 ..................
1960 ..................
1961 ..................
1962 ..................
1963 ..................

in

the

~ationa~

Stock issues
6, 300
6, 000
6, 100
6, 550
6, 900
8,100
8, 2oo

Quotatian

Bond issues
1, 60
1, 75
1, $0
1, 85
I, 90
2, O0
2, 05

~ As of Jan. 15 of each year.

The Bureaucharges $336 per year for a subscription to the sheets,
which any broker-dealer registered with the Commissionmayobtain.
The sheets are also available to the Commission,the NASD,the Internal RevenueService, and Stat.e tax and securities commissions.
Although the Bureau and the NASDhave traditionally considered
it a matter of policy that wholesale quotations be available only
to broker-dealers (and regulatory bodies), 35 banks and 33 investment
advisers were subscribers as of October 1969. The banks’ subscriptions
were acquired at a time when the Bureau permitted banks ¢o subscribe and gave them perpetual options to renew; subscriptions are
no longer available to banks lacking such contract rights. The subscription lis~ includes manyof the leading investment advisory services. The Bureausays, "O~urreason ~or furnishing the daily service
a~ For a discussion
of the continuity
and frequency of appearance of issues and of the
nature of the markets indicated,,
see sec. 2.b, above.
,~a For example, of the approximately
14,000 domestic over-the-counter
stocks for which
broker-dealers
advertised
m, arkets in’ 1961-62, only about 8,100 were quoted on Jan. 15,
1962. See sec. 2~.b, above.
96-746---63~pt.
2--39
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to investment advisers is that they are registered with the SECand
are supposed to be fully informed on the job they are doing."
Institutions and other knowledgeableinvestors also usually are able
to get copies of the sheets, or price information in them~ from brokerdealers. For example, a number of institutions replying to questionnaire IN-4 indicated that they were accorded access to the sheets by
broker-dealers in return for commission business. Thus, despite the
Bureau’s and the NASD’sstand against any public dissemination, it
appears that some non-broker-dealers do have access to the wholels4
sale price information in the sheets,
To insert listings in the sheets, a broker-dealer must satisfy certain
requirements of the Bureau~ discussed be]ow. Once these have been
met, it can insert 10 listings in the daily sheets for $564 per year,
including the cost of the subscription and, in effect, ~ any additional
listings for whichit is willing to pay, at the rate of $240for each additional 5 listings. At the present time, about 1,300 firms have the right
to insert listings. Of these, 97 firms have the right to insert more
than 100 listings, and 2 firms have the right to more than 700 list~
ings.
On the following page a sample from the sheets has been reproduced.
The sheets are set up in columnar form, the first column containing
the name of the security (alphabetically arranged) ; the second column, the name of the broker-dealers quoting the security and their
telephone numbers; the third, the "bid" price; and the fourth~ the
"asked."
For at least 5 of each 10 listings submitted by a subscriber~ the
Bureau requires that the bid or offer include a price. For the other
five~ a broker-dealer who does not wish to submit an actual bid or
offer price may insert "OW"(offer wanted) in the bid column and/or
"BW" (bid wanted) in the offer column. If he merely wishes
advertise an interest on either side of the market~ he may leave the
price columns bl.ank. According to Bureau and trade custom, a
quotation in the sheets indicates an interest to buy or sell 100 shares;
an interest in fewer shares is supposed to be so indicated. ~ An interest in more than 100 shares m~ybe specified in securities priced
below $5 or if the order is on an all-or-nothing basis. Entries in the
sheets do not indicate ]f an issuer is in bankruptcy or reorganization;
nor, except occasionally, do they indicate whether a quotation is
ex-dividend.
~ In a recent disciplinary
action, an NASDDistrict
Business Condnct Committee said
this about public distribution of the sheets :
"Finally, while not an area in which the Committee presumes to impose its jurisdiction,
we are of the opinion that the distribution
of National Daily Quotation sheets to the
public is not good~ practice, and is, we (mderstand, contrary to the established policies and
wishes of the publisher."
When the NASDlearned that a few of its members were publishing wholesale quotations
in newspapers, its board of governors in a statement to the membership condemned the
practice.
’See NASDNews, April 1959.
¯ ~ The Bureau has a policy of not accepting more than 3 percent of its listings
from
any one subscriber.
¯ ~ The firms’ rights to list break down as follows :
~umber
o)’ firms
Nmnber of listings :
700 or over .....................................................
2
600 to 699 .....................................................
500 to 599 .....................................................
1
400 to 499 .....................................................
4
300 to 399 .....................................................
11
200 to 299 .....................................................
21
100 to 199 .....................................................
58
Less than 100 ..................................................
1,203
~ See sec. 2.b(1), above.
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The manner in which the Bureau collects, processes, and disseminates wholesale quotations to its subscribers has changed little in the
last 40 years; however, the size of its staff--now about 300--has increased with the expansion of the over-the-counter markets. In New
York, messengers collect quotations, between 11 a.m. ,and 1 p.m. each
day, from about 900 firms. Quotations can also be telephoned, wired
(some out-of-town houses use their wire connections with NewYork
firms), or mailed in from out of town. 168 The collected quotations
are alphabetized and typed by about 40 to 50 typists on stencils.
About 3,500 copies of the "pink sheets" are mimeographedevery day
and distributed to the 2,000 subscribers. In order to meet delivery
requirements, the first 500 sets of the sheets must be finished by 5:15
p.m., and the rem,ainder by 6 p.m. Within New York City, the
sheets are delivered by messenger on the morning of the business day
following printing. In about 16 other cities, subscribers get the
sheets by messenger service or railway express; the sheets are sent
elsewhere by third-class mail, or, for an additional fee, by first-class
or air mail. The Bureau estimates that 85 percent of the sheets are
received the day after printing.
The Bureau also publishes monthly and semiannual printed summaries of listings which, unlike the daily service, are madegenerally
available to the public; the circulation of the monthly summaries,
however, is only about 60 percent of the daily circulation.
These
summariescontain a sample of quotations on each security listed in the
preceding periods 169 except those for which no price was quoted, and
also include some basic information on the security? 7° They also in71
clude quotations on stocks which did not appear in the daily sheets?
There is no charge for any insertion in the summaries, which the Bureau views as reference documents rather than a current advertising
medium.
( ~ ) Con.tro~s over broker-dealers inserting quotations
As noted above, subscriptions to the sheets are available to any
broker-dealer registered with the Commission, but to insert listings
in the sheets a ~)roker-dealer must satisfy certain Bureau requirements?~2 An applicant must give the Bureau a lO-year history o~ its
partners, officers, principal stockholders, and traders and, if any of
the firm’s principals has been adjudicated bankrupt or enjoined from
dealing in securities, the details of such proceedings. The Bureau has
not set forth the standards by which it evaluates the information submitted. The Bureau also imposes a minimumcapital requirement; a
balance sheet must be furnished, showing a net worth of $50,000 if
the applicant is a corporation or $10,000 if an individual or partner~s Quotations received by mail carry a symbol in the sheets to indicate that they are
not as recent as other quotations.
~s While each of the semiannuals covers the preceding 6 months, the monthly summaries
cover whatever period has elapsed since the publication of the last semiannual.
~°Information
is usually provided about the following:
dividends and interest,
any
exchange on which the security
is listed,
any reorganization,
the company’s location,
number and par value of shares outstanding (and whether a significant
number are in the
hands of one group or person), the terms of any recent public offering, and sinking fund,
conversior~, or red.~emption provisions.
~¢~ Firms subscribing to the summaries may list up to 100 such securities ; a nonsubscriber
may list up to 25, once the Bureau is satisfied as to its reputation.
~¢e All broker-dealers presently listing in the sheets, and all but 2~ of the subscribing
broker-dealers
are members of the NASD.
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ship. 173 The amounts required are unrelated to the numberof listings
which the firm inserts--that numberdepends entirely on the fees that
the firm wishes to pay. The balance sheet submitted need not be
certified by a public accountant and is not subject to audit by the
Bureau.
The Bureau also obtains ’a report from a credit-rating organization,
unless ’the applicant is a member’of the Investment ’Bankers Association or the NewYork, American, Midwest, or Pacific Coast Stock Exchanges. All applicants must furnish references from two membersof
the IBA or of an exc’hange. An applicant is not given the right to
participate ,at any stage of the process of consideration of his application, although, at least in the larger cities, the applicant’s office is
visited.
In reviewing an applicant’s business .history, the Bureau checks not
only credit .standing but also prior vi’o]ations of securities laws or rules,
and reputation in the financial community. At least one of the Bureau’s purposes in imposing listing requirements is to insure ~’he integrity of the sheets by excluding ~irms likely to insert fi’ctitious quotations or to be otherwise unreh~ble. However, as discussed belo~v,
significant problems of the sheets’ integrity nevertheless exist. The
Bureau hus only the semblance of an investigative staff to determine
the truth of statements in an application or of allegations against an
applicant. 174 Moreover, once a firm has ~btained the right to list, there
is no requirement that periodic balance sheets be submitted to assure
maintenance.of the minimum
cap.ital; nor is there any .other ’continuing .surveillance.
Animport’ant gap in the ’Bureau’s requiremen’ts is its fai~lure to s~cure necessary disclosures whenone broker-dealer firm inserts quot’ations for the benefit of .another or to limit such insertions whenthe
quotation is on behalf of a broker-dealer ineligible to insert on his own.
~Vhen~ quotation in the sheets is actually ’for a firm other thun the
n~medbroker-’dealer, there is no indication of that fact. There are
legitimate reasons whya s~bscri’ber might insert a quotation for another firm; for examlJle, as described above, u firm in .one cit.y might
have its correspondent in a second city insert quotations under the correspondent’s ~wnname, in order to increase the likeli’hood thut brokerdealers in the second city will respond to the quotati.on. ~ But there
are also instances in which ~he gap may contribute to improprieties,
such as whenone firm has a nun~berof firms ’appear in .the ’sheets for a
particular security in order to give the appearance of sufficient trading
interest to qualify for the NASD’snational or regional retail quota~Prior to February 1962, the requirements
were $25,000 for corporations
and $5,000
otherwise ; the new requirements do not apply to firms already entitled to enter quotations
prior to February 1962.
It is noteworthy that the Bureau imposes the only minimum capital requirement in the
over-the-counter
market. As noted in ch. II, an NASDproposal for a minimum requirement applicable
to its members was rejected
by the Commission in 1942. For the recommendations of the study in this respect, see ch. II, p. 161 (pt. 1).
~ Although the Bureau has investigative
staffs
of two in New York and of one each
in Boston, Philadelphia,
Chicago, and San Francisco, it is unclear what proportion of their
time is given to investigation.
The Bureau’s president has stated the staff’s duties are to
sell, to check on applicants, and to make periodic visits to offices of subscribers, both those
inserting listings and those merely receiving the sheets.
~ See sec. 1.b, above.
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tion lists, discussed below. The gap also facilitates manipulative use
176
of the sheets as discussed below.
The Bureau’s present requirements for broker-dealers entering quotations in the sheets have been developed over the years. Originally,
extension of listing privileges was based on personal knowledgeof tl~e
applicant. As the over-the-counter markets expanded, such familiarity with firms desiring to quote became impossible, and a voting
system was adopted under which 10 adverse votes by firms already
quoting could "blackball" a new applicant. That system gave way to
the present one when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that a similar
17~
"blackball" constituted a violation of the antitrust laws.
A broker-dealer firm that satisfies the requirements gets the right
to list in the sheets by signing a Bureau subscription blank, the operatire provisions of whichare as follows :
It is understood and agreed that this subscription entities us to list 10 securities in the daily service and to receive for use in the office to which delivered the
Eastern and Western Sections except on stock exchange and legal holidays.
It
is further agreed that all listings sent in by us in this service shall be genuine,
subject to previous sale or change of price and that our subscription may be canceled at any time by the National Quotation Bureau, Ine., or if in its judgment
the subscribing individual or firm indulges in any unethical business practice.
National Quotation Bureau, Inc., will not be responsible for errors or omissions
and reserves the right to omit any listing in its discretion.
The Bureau will endeavor to deliver the service promptly but will not be responsible for late or nondelivery caused by strikes, lockouts, acts of the elements,
delays or failure of the mails or other means of transportation,
or any other
causes beyond its control. Delivery of the service will be made by messenger,
railway express, parcel post, or third-class
mail, whichever is most efficient in
tlIe opinion of the Bureau. Rates will be supplied to cover airmail and firstclass mail at the request of the subscriber.

On its application form, the Bureau "reserves the right" to reject
any applicant without giving any reason. In 1961, there were 60 to 75
rejections according to the Bureau. Whenan application for listing
is denied, the Bureau does not inform the applicant of the basis for the
denial. It simply tells the applicant to file a new application in 6
months or a shorter period, if there is any material change in his
business.
(3) Controls over i~’sues guotecl
The Bureau requires a broker-dealer to furnish certain information
concerning any company whose securities it wishes to quote in the
sheets: the company’slocation, the identity of its transfer agent, its
state of incorporation~ and the security’s par value. The Bureau
states that approximately 200 quotations were refused in 1961 because
broker-dealers did not furnish the required data. Once the basic
information is received~ the Bureau collects further data, for use in
the monthly summaries, by clipping published items and occasionally
by soliciting information from the companies.
a~’o The Commissionhas stated :
"* * * activity in the sheets affords a basis on which estimates are made by dealers
and the public as to the state of the over-the-counter mart~et an<l lhe degree of active
trading in that market." M.S. Wien c~ Co., 23 S.E.C. 735, 744 (1946).
See also Halsey Stuart & Co., 30 S.E.C. 106, 127 (1949)
"IT]he listings [in the wholesale quotation system] are commonlyunderstood to have a
serious meaning and business purpose. * * * There is no doubt that the sheets are intended
to be used as indications of trad,ing interest and are generally so regarded. They are
capable of use as part of a manipulative scheme. * * *"
And see Brans, Nordeman~ Co., Securities I~xchange Act release No. 6540 (Apr. 26,
1961).
~ Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1 {1944).
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The Bureau applies a special check with respect to new issues,
contacting, the managing underwriter, or occasionally the Commission,
17s
to determine whether a registration statement has becomeeffective.
No checks is made to determine whether a bona fide market exists.
When the Bureau receives quotation slips for broker-dealers
for insertion in the sheets, they are sorted alphabetically by the name
of the security and distributed to the typists, whoare usually assigned
the same portion of the alphabet every day. Whena typist notices
an unfamiliar security, she is under instructions to bring it to the attention of the Bureau official who checks to see whether the security is a
new issue. For this purpose, the Bureau compiles a list of anticipated
new issues on the basis of information appearing in the Investment
Dealers’ Digest and the Commercial & Financial Chronicle. If the
security is on the list, the managing underwriter or the Commission
is telephoned to determine whether registration has becomeeffective.
If registration has becomeeffective or if the issue is not on the newissue list, the nameof the security is passed on to a Bureauofficial who
checks the Bureau files to determine whether the required basic information has been provided. On occasion the typists are instructed to
be alert for quotations covering certain issues or inserted by certain
broker-dealers. In spite of this, during a period from June 29 to
July 25, 1960, two broker-dealers were able to insert quotations for
shares of National Photocopy, Inc.--a nonexistent company.17~ According to the Bureau, this occurred because instructions given to the
typist were misplaced.
The constant change in issues appearing in the sheets, combined
.with the Bureau’s lirhited requirements and methods of control over
issues quoted, has resulted in other anomalous situa.tions. Addresses
for ~ large number of issuers having securities quoted in the sheets
are unknown, and a large number are dissolved, merged, or dormant.
The study distributed approximately 1,456 copies of Questionnaire
OTC--4 to companies having one or more stock issues in which there
was an apparent over-the-counter market interest on the basis of quotations in the sheets. These companies were selected at random from
the Bureau’s Monthly Quotation Summary of January 1962. ~s° Of
the 1,456 companies, 76, or about 5 percent; had no ascertainable address, even after the Bureau had contacted broker-dealers quoting
these issues. Forty-two of these 76 companies had at least 1 brokerdealer quoting a 2-way market and 25 had 2 or more broker-dealers
quoting a 2-way market.
¯ TS The front page of each secHon of the service contains the following legend :
"None of the solicitations carried in this service, of offers to sell or to buy shall constitute solicitations
either iu any State within which, or to any person to whomthe solicitation
would be unlawful, or by any dealer in any State in which such dealer is not licensed."
This d~sclaimer apparently explains the quotirrg of unregistered
securities
where an
intrastate
exemption has been claimed. .See ch. IV.D.
~The two firms inserted
quotations
ranging from 9~ to 10%. The scheme in this
case involved the sale of National Photocopy stock through firms which had been induced
to appear in the sheets by once Stanley Younger. Simultaneously
Younger arranged for
the purchase of National Photocopy stock for fictitious
accounts established
by him at
several member firms of the New York Stock Exchange. .In order to pay for the purchase
of Natlorral Photocopy stock, Younger entered sell orders through these member firms for
shares of various securities
listed on the New York and American Stock Exchanges without
intending to deliver the securities
involve~ in such sales. Younger was later indicted and
pleaded guilty to violations of the registration
and antifrau~ provisions of the Securities
Act. Litigation releases Nos. 1774, 1801, 1873, and 19S7.
~so Questionnaire OTC-4 is described in ch. IX.B and is set forth in app. I:X.A. While
the total sanrple was 1,965 companies, the sample used here is limited to the 1,456 companies that appeared not only in the monthly summary but also in the daily sheets during
the last 3 months of 1961, the period covered by the January 1962 Monthly Quotation
Summary.
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Of the companies receiving the questionnaire~ 49~ or 3 percent, reported the following concerning their status :
They were
of 1961
They were
months
They were
They were
They were
holders

merged,
sold,
or consolidated
pri.or
to the last
3 months
............................................................
dissolved,
bankrupt,
or in receivership
during
the last
3
of 1961
inactive
or out o.f business
by .the last 3 months of 1961 ....
wholly owned subsidiaries
closely
held,
with all stock in the hands of less
than 25
lSl ...........................................................

19
14
2
4
10

It is understandable that the securities of some of these companies
should continue to be publicly traded~ but it is difficult to explain the
appearance of quotations for securities in someof the above categories.
It would appear that even the elementary information obtained by
the Bureau is out of date or otherwise unreliable in a significant
number of instances. Equally as important, there is no indication
of the status of these companiesin the sheets.
(4) Controls over the insertion of quotations
Under its subscription contract~ the Bureau requires and each broker-dealer agrees that every quotation inserted shall be "genuine~ subject to previous sale or change of price~" and the Burea~a reserves the
right to cancel a subscription for violation of this provision, or "if in
its judgment the .subscribing individual or firm indulges in any unethical business practice." The Bureau’s effort to control the insertion of quotations is aimed primarily at minimizing the frequency of
~s~
fictitious quo~ations~ including "backing ~way" by broker-dealers.
The Bureau does not concern itself with the spread between a brokerdeMer’s quoted bid and asked price.
The Bureau attempts to insure that only genuine quotations appear.
One method is the ~letection of quotations "out of line" with other
quotations submitted on the same security. The Bureau’s typists are
supposed to catch out-of-line quotations when they prepare the stencils for the sheets, although they work under pressure of meeting the
delivery deadlines. If a quotation away from the market is discovered and not ’satisfactorily
explained, the Bureau will suspend the
firm’s right to insert quotations for 30 days~ and if it occurs again~
the Bureau will cancel the subscriptions. 1~ Because of its limited
manpowerand authority, the Bureau is not well equipped to evaluate
the firm’s explanation.
The Bureau states that in the past 5 or 6 years it has discovered
about 12 out-of-line quotations. A review by the Special Study of
quotations for a randomsample of ~05 securities listed in the sheets
on 1 day ~s~ revealed what might be characterized as deviant quotations for i~0, .or about 10 percent, of those securities : that is, 1 dealer’s
quotation would be notably far from those inserted by other dealers. In some of these stocks, the offers of some firms were under the
~a~ The sheets do not purport to show an issuer’s s.tatus in any of the above respects.
~: One professional has said that quotations are frequently for less than 100 shares but
are not so indicated,
in spite of the Bureau’s requirement that they should be. Art. III,
sec. 5, of the NASDRules of Fair ]Practice requires that if a "nominal" quotation is used,
it must be so labeled. See the discussion of "backing away" in sec. 2.b, above.
~s.~ These sanctions were established in 1960.
~ The day, Oct. 25, 196.2,, was selected
at rand~om. The 205 securitie~
were those
appearing at the bottom of each page of the Eastern Section; mailed-in quotations were
excluded.
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bids of others. One can only guess how many of the deviant quotations were fictitious.
Deviation may also be due to error by the
Bureau or the submitting broker-dealer, to a sharp market movement
between the times that the different quotations were given~ or to differing evaluations of the stock. Moreover, a firm may enter a high
bid price to bring sellers into the market quickly because it has a
customer who wants to buy a relatively large block of shares in a
relatively short span of time. Someof the deviations, however, seem
hardly explicable in terms of market consideratSons, ls5 and their
presence raises~ doubts about the efficiency with which nongenuine
quotations are policed.
The Bureau’s second method of control over quotations depends
upon the receipt of complaints that a firm has "backed away" from a
quotation; the Bureau then asks the firm for an explanation and, unless satisfied, tells the firm to makegood its market. If the firm refuses~ its quotation of that security is thereafter omitted from the
sheets; repetition of the offense may, according to the Bureau~ lead
to cancellation of the subscription. Here again the Bureau is ill
equipped to determine whether the firm backed away, whether the
market changed~or the firm had filled its order.
The Bureau maintains a list of "suspect" firms--whose questionable
activities have come to its attention--and makes special checks on
quotations received from such firms. Cancellations of subscriptions is
usually for failure to pay subscription fees rather than for backing
away~ inserting nongenuine quotations~ or other improper practices.
According to the Bureau, misbehaving firms generally become delinquent in paying fees; in the absence of such delinquency, subscriptions are seldom canceled. During the past 3 years~ 30 subscriptions
of firms which had the right to insert quotations were canceled~ "mostly
for nonpayment,meaningof course, lack of financial responsibility."
(5) Manlpu~ation and the i~sertion of quotations
In case after case coming before the Commission and the NASD,
fictitious quotations have been inserted in the sheets by subscribers who
used the sheets to facilitate illegal distributions of worthless stock or to
manipulate the after-market price for a new issue2 s~ It has been the,
usual pattern in these cases for a broker-dealer, often a "boiler room,
to have a numberof broker-dealers place fictitious quotations in the
sheets in order to create the appearance o2 active trading and demand
for shares being distributed or about to be distributed. Public customers were then told that an active market existed which customers
might--and often did--verify through other broker-dealers. A cus~s~ For example, in Infra Red, several dealers quoted 4~ bid, 5a~ asked, and one dealer
quoted 7 asked. Several quoted Realist,
Inc., at aA bid, % asked, and one dealer quoted
7% aske~. ;Multi Amp Electronics
was quoted by one dealer at 4 bid, 4% asked, thongh
other dealers were bidding 2 and asking 2a~. In Monmouth Capital,
one dealer had two
quotations, the first similar to other dealers at 4x~ bid and 5 asked, the second at 6a~ bid
and 6 ~ asked.
~s~ The following is only a partial enumeration of Commission cases ia the years 1959
through 1962, : Anaconda Lead ~ Silver Co., litigatio~
release Nos. 1481 and 154~ : American Equitiea Corp., litigation
release Nos. 195.5 and 2040; American Quicks.ilver
Co.,
litigation
release Nos. 223,7, 22.58, 2325, and 2383; Imperial Petroleum ~o., litigation
release Nos. 2079 and 2273 ; Monarvk Asbestos Co., Ltd., litigatior~
release Nos. 1711 and
19~8 ; Atlas ~ecurities,
I~c., Securities Exchange Act release No. ~150 (Dec. 2,9, :1959)
Lawrence Rappee ~ Co., .Securities
Exchange Act relense No. 6504 (Mar. 22’, 1961) Read,
Evans ~ Co., Securities Exchange Act release No. 6.467 (Feb. 9, 1,.961’).
’For a discussion of the use of fictitious
quotations in connection with new issues, see
ch. IV.B.3.
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tomer wholater attempted to sell his shares would find that his brokerdealer could not sell at the bid price quoted in the sheets, or if the
distribution were completed, his broker-dealer would probably find
that the market for the customer’s shares had disappeared, ls7 A recent
Commissionproceeding illustrates the manner in which fictitious quolss
tations were used to facilitate a large distribution of worthless stock,
Scott Taylor & Co. ("Scott Taylor"), a broker-dealer,
acquired
large blocks of unregistered stock of AnacondaLead & Silver Co. at
less than a dollar per share. The shares were then sold, principally
by means of high-pressure sales tactics and fraudulent misrepresentations on the long-distance telephone, to investors in at least 29 States,
mostly at prices of $4.75, manyat $~=.60~and a ~ew~t $4.25.
~ile the distribution was in progress~ Scott Taylor asked Landau
Co, another broker-dealer, "to go into the sheets~" generally at a price
of $4.25 ; this was done for a continuous period of 4 months. The testimony of Theodore Landau~ proprietor of the firm, illustrates
the
technique:
Q. Now, Mr. Landau, we would like to have you tell us, to begin with as a
starting
point, how you first became interbred
in this security,
~aconda Lead
& Silver Co.
A. * * * Scott Taylor asked me to go into the sheets for him and then I
went into the sheets with him. That was the way it started.
Q. ~ou mean, that you first went into the sheets at the request of Scott Taylor
&~.
A. That’s right.
Q. At the time that you were going to go into the sheets with Mr. Stevens of
Scott Taylor, was any price mentioned at which you should go inte the sh~ts?
A. He said to go in at that particular
place in there.
There was somebody
else in the sheets at around that price and we went into it.
Q. He suggested that you go into the Daily Quotation Sheets?
A. I think it was at $4 or $4~. I don’t remember exactly what it was. He
also gave me an order that if any stock came in, to buy--I believe he gave me
an order of about 100 shares.
Q. Well, now when Mr. Stevens of Scott Taylor gave you this order to buy
100 shares, was that a standing order to buy these 100 shares?
A. A day.
Q. At the bid price ?
A. Yes.

In its decision revoking Landau~s broker-dealer registration~
Commissionstated :

the

¯ * * Landau’s continuous bids in the daily sheets during a period extending
from April to August 1959 * * * ~naterially
assisted Scott Taylor to distribute
the stock to the public by providing the appearance of a "market" at artificially
high prices in the stock on the basis of which the shares could be sold. Ther~
fore, Landau’s actions here were in clear violation
of section 10(b) of the
~
Exchange Act and rule 10~6.

In the case involving the distribution of Diversified Funding shares,
referred to earlier~ ~° the broker-dealer, F. S. Johns & Co. ("Johns"),
also arranged for the placement of fictitious quotations in the sheets
while the selling campai~ w~min progress.
a~ See the 4iscussion of firmness of markets in sec. 2.b, above.
a~ In the Matter o] Theodore Landau, Securities Exchange Act release No. 6792 (Apr. 30,
1962).
a~ Lan*dau had al~ inserted quotationa i~ the sheets in connection with a number of
other "boiler room" distributions under circumstances similar to those in the Anaconda
Lead ~ Silver Go. case.
~ S~ sec. ~.a, above.
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A trader from one of the firms inserting quotations in the sheets upon
instructions from Johns, testified as follows :
Q. I notice that in almost every situation the sale was to F. S. Johns. Is there
any reason for that?
A. He was the only real market for the stock.
Q. Why did you engage in ~his first transaction,
dated October 23, 19617
A. I don’t know the reason for it, but I was given the transactions
to put
through by Mr. [T.] [the controlling
person of Johns and Diversified
Funding].
Q. At a guaranteed profit or a commission of one-sixteenth ?
A. That is correct, one-thirty-second.
I believe that is it. He gave me both
sides of the transaction.
Q. Is this the first transaction
that you enaged in in this stock?
A. Yes, it is.
Q. Now, prior to this time, why did you appear in the pink sheets commencing
October 12, 19617
A. I was asked to go into the pink sheets by [T.].
Q. Approximately when to the best of your recollection,
sir.?
A. It would undoubtedly have been just the day or so before the first day of
our appearance in the pink sheets.
Q. Did he give you the price at which to go into the pink sheets?
A. Yes, he did.
Q. Were you to receive any compensation for appearing in the pink sheets?
A. Mr. [T.] was ready to purchase it at a price he previously
agreed on
with me.
Q. What was that price?
A. Either an eighth or a sixteenth of a point higher than the price at which
we appeared in the sheet.
Q. Did [T.] indicate to you why he wanted you to drop out of the sheets when
he so requested you to do so ?
A. No.
Q. He just called you up and said no more sheets any more?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you ask him why?
A. No.
Q. Did [T.] or anybody else at F. S. Johns ever refuse to take back from you
any of the shares you purchased as a result of being in the sheets?
A. No, they did not.
Q. Did they ever complain to you about the quantity of stock that you were
turning in to them ?
A. Yes, they did.
Q. About when was that?
A. Whenever we had more than a couple of hundred dollars worth of stock,
they would complain.
*

*

*

Q. Was there a market independent
A. Not that I know of.

*

*

*

of F. S. Johns in Diversified

Funding?

If ~ broker-dealer interested in the distribution of a block of stock
by "boiler room" techniques did not have, or could not obtain, a subscription to the sheets~ it has not been difficult to get a subscriber "to
go into the sheets" at a fictitious quotation prescribed by the brokerdealer interested in the distribution. The firm inserting the quotution
was, as described in the Diversified F~ding case abov%usually guaranteed a profit on each trade in which it was to take or furnish stock.
One of the more ~udacious schemes involved the inse~ion of fictitious quotations in the sheets to give the impression of increased value
of s~ock pledged or to be pledged with banks as collateral for a lo~n.
A numberof subscribers to the sheets entered fictitious quotations for
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unregistered and worthless stock of Imperial Petroleum Co. and then
sought to borrow moneyfrom banks in Miami~Fla., by pledging Iraperial Petroleum shares as collateral on the basis of their quotations.
One bank which was victimized by the scheme actually lent $25,000.
The participants in th~ scheme were later ~ndicted ~or conspiring to
violate the ~nti2raud provisions o~ the Securities Act und the m~il
~r~ud statute. O~ th~ six de~end~n~s~ fiw were convicted ~nd sen~
tenced; the charges ~g~inst one de~endant were d~smissed2
Th~ testimony o~ the proprietor o~ one o~ the firms ~ppe~ring in
the sheets ~or Imperial Petroleum ~s illuminating.
Q. Tell me how you happened to go into the pink shee~ in Imperial Petrole~ ?
A. Well, while I was in the hospital,
I got a letter
2rom Alex [F.]. He was
out in California. In ~this letter,
he described this new deal ~hat he had a~anged
with T~m [C.] and he praised this deal very heavily.
He said ~hat it was a
wonderful s[ock and had .a .~ot of properties and, in fact, some of these pr~rties
were adjacent to a well-kn~wn oil company and they were interbred
in it and
he [bought it was one excellent ’deal ~or us to go into i~ I got better.
* * * I was going to get out o2 this brokerage business, n~t only b~ause ~ my
illness, but ’because .o2 the fact .[h.at we weren’t doing very well. As a matter of
~act, there hadn’t been any income ~or .the last 2 or 3 months and I had already
dismissed my employees and I was contemplating
liquidating
my business,
and
so when I received ~his letter, I practically ignored it.
* * * [Hie asked me to do him a favor and go into the sheets and bid on the
st~k at five and a quarter,
thereby helping him promote a b~k ~f his stock
Which he had a deal going down in Florida.
*
the
any
for

* * Mr. [F.] told me that i.f this deal went through and he was a’ble to sell
stock, he would give me $500. At that ~ime, being that I was~not having
income, $500 sounded pretty good ~o me and I a~eed to go into the sheets
him.

I still had several month.S £o go on my subscription ,to the pink sheets and he
knew that and he .asked me to put these bids in for him. I agreed to do that and
I did go into the pink sheets ,and I quoted a hid of five and a quarter.
Might I mention before this that Mr. [F.] told me that I didn’t have to make
any physic~ effort to do this for him, I could do it at home and use my ’home
telephone number in the pink sheets, which I did, and he said that this would
be the easiest $5001 ever made.
Well, I finally .agreed and, as I say, I went into t.he pink sheets and I r~elved
calls from a,bout a dozen people and t~ese are the names ~ the brokers from
whomI received calls.
There ~s one thing I want to bring out and that is that Mr. [F.] when I asked
him, "What happens i~f I get a call and somebody wants to sell me ~ome st~k,"
he said, "This is very simple. All you have to say is that you filled your quota
for ~he day and you don’t have to buy any. * * *"

The ins~]on of fictitious
quotations in the sheets has appeared
in other situations. For example~ ia one situation ~ broker-deuler
entered fictitious quotations in the sheets over ~ 2-month period for
th~ debentures of ’a company in order to induce ~nother company
to ~ccept ~ block of the debentures in p~yment ~or cash ~nd sh~res
o~ stock o~ the second company. The tactic worked. Broker-de~lers could ~lso insert fictitious quotations prior to ~ registered public
offering to create the appearance of ~ rising and active m~rket~~ or
to increuse the price o~ ~ security prior to merger negotiations. The
~nse~ion of q~ot~tions m~yalso be ~sed to qu~li~y ~ security ~or re~ See l~t~gation releases Nos, 2079 {Aug. 2, 1961) and ~7~ (May 2~, 196~).
~ See Floyd A. Allen ~ Co., Inc., 35 S.E.C. 176 (1953} ; Gob Shops o] America, Inv.,
39 S.E.C. 92 (1959).
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tail quotation on one of the NASDlists and to provide a basis for a
193
fictitious retail price to be used in a selling eampaim~.
A recent cas~ indicates the manner in which~unreliable wholesale
quotations may infect the retail quotations systems. On April 19,
1963, the following item appeared on the financial page of the New
York Herald Tribune:
General Economies Corp., a securities
broker-dealer,
announced yesterday it
has ~vithdrawn market support from two issues it brought to the public less
than a year and a half ago.
General Economics Corp., a cornerstone
of a securities-mutual
fund-insurance combine, itself
plummeted to 75 cents a share from a $5 opening bid price
yesterday.
It had sold above $6 ou Tuesday after hitting
6~ Monday. GEG
later recovered yesterday to $1.50 a share bid in the counter market.

On Januarv ~, 1962, the commonstock of the General Economics
Corp. ("GE(~") was approved by the New York Quotations Commit1~
tee of the NASD
for inclusion on its easte~n list of retail quotations.
At the time of its application, seven dealers appeared in the sheets
quoting the stock at. about 6~/~ bid, 73//s asked, creating the appearance
of a broad and active market for the stock.
GECwas a holding company for a complex of corporations engaged in the un.derwriting of over-the-counter securities, financing,
real estate and insurance. Through one of its broker-dealer subsidiaries, GECemployed a sales force of at least 350 .salesmen to
sell, amongother things, its own securities and those of several companies underwritten by the subsidiary. It would appear that an
intense selling campaign was employed in the sale of its .stock extending into 1963. During early 1963, some 16 dealers inserted 2-way
quotations in the sheets while GECappeared on the eastern list
of the NASDwith retail quotations in the range of 5 bid, 7 asked.
On April 17, 1963, the retail quotation for GECstock on the NASD
eastern list was 5 bid, 53~ asked. On the following day the retail
quotation declined to 1~/~ bid, 23/s asked, when GECwithdrew market support for its own stock. It appears that many of the wholesale dealers inserting 2-way quotations in the sheets for GECstock
during the first 3 months of 1963 (the quotations which formed
the basis for retail quotations disseminated to the public), sold most
of the shares purchased by them to a GECsubsidiary. Several firms
indicated that they appeared in the sheets at the behest of the GEC
subsidiary with the understanding that they would be guaranteed
a commission or markup of one-eighth of a point on all GECstock
purchased by them. Others stated that they showed the GECsubsidiary their positions each day or that they based their quotations
on the price at which the subsidiary had previously agreed to purchase stock acquired by them.
b. Other ~o]w.lesale ~uo’tatio~. systems
There are several small wholesale quotation systems serving brokerdealers in certain regions of the country. For example, "Wan.ts and
Offerings," is published in Los Angeles and contains quotations for
securities for which there is an interest ~n southern California. It
has been operating for approximately 25 years. "Wants and Offer~ See pt. D.4. below.
~ See the discussion of the retail

quotations system in pt. D.4 and pt. F, below.
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ings" was organized after the National Quotation Bureau refused the
request of Los Angeles broker-dealers to moveits Pacific Coast office
from San Francisco to Los Angeles. For a period, "Wants and
Offerings" operated as a free service. At the present the service is
sold on a subscription basis to broker-dealers whoare membersof the
NASDand to banks. According to its management, the service is
not madeavailable to the public.
With the expansion of the over-the-counter markets a few new systems have attempted to compete with the Bureau, but none has been
successful. With the market decline of early 196g, at least one system
apparently went out of business. Recently another group unsuccessfully attempted to establish a system to provide nationwide service,
using more modern communication, data processing, and reproduction techniques.
There is an established service, "The Blue List," specializing in
municipal bonds and also quoting some corporate bond issues. Its
operations were not included within the scope of this study.
Several electronic systems are now being used to disseminate retail
.quotations. 195 As described below in the discussion of the possible
~mpact of automation upon over-the-counter markets, these systems
could be readily adapted to the circulation of wholesale quotations.
These electronic developments suggest the possibility of other wholesale quotations systems under different managementand control from
the Bureau’s.
D.

RETAIL

M~RKETS

There is a dichotomy in the over-the-counter markets between the
wholesale or interdealer markets and the retail markets where public
investors buy and sell securities. Information about the interdea]er
market in wnich over-the-counter trading is principally conducted is
generally not avail,able to the public as a result both of its trading
mechanisms and of industry policy. The absence of a central marketplace where trading can be observed and supervised and of a tape
which reports and publicizes consummatedtransactions, the use of a
farflung wire and telephone network in which wholesale dealers communicate bilaterally and privately with one another and the emphasis
on the merchandising of over-the-counter securities, are some of the
factors whichresult in fewer disclosures to investors about the trading
markets for over-the-counter securities than are normal for exchange
securities.
There is, on the other hand, a close and continuous relationship
between the wholesale and retail over-the-counter markets. Retail
quotations and prices, the quality of rot,nil executions and the marketability of securities are all related to the underlying trading market.
At present, in the absence of unifor~n standards prescribed either by
the Governmentor industry, there are wide differences in the manner
and costs of execution of retail transactions and the amount of disclosures afforded investors in over-the-counter securities.
The first sections of this part discuss some of the factors affecting
the manner in which a public customer’s order is executed by his
These systems are d~scribed in pt. E, below.
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broker-dealer and relates these factors to those affecting what he pays
for an execution.
A succeeding section considers the NASD-sponsored retail quotations system, which is now the primary source of
information for a public customer (other than direct inquiries to
broker-dealer)
concerning the trading markets for over-the-counter
securities,
and the role of the NASDmarkup policy and of Commission regulation in protecting investors in over-the-counter markets.

a. Capacity--A gent ar principa~
Whena public customer purchases or sells securities over the counter,
his broker-dealer
may act either as agent as as principM. Where ~
firm acts as agent (or broker) for its customer, it does not take title
to a particular security and it charges a commission for executing the
transaction,
th~ amount of which is revealed to tl~e customer on his
confirmation. 196 Whena firm acts as principal (or dealer), it buys
from and sells to the customer for its own account and the customer
pays or receives a net price. The customer is not advised of the cost
to the firm of securities sold to him or of the current inside market
price for the security.
A firm will act as principal when it is selling securities to public
customers from an inventory position. In this case, the customer will
usually pay the dealer’s inside offer plus an undisclosed "markup." 1,7
On the other hand, ~a customer may purchase the secu.rity in a principal
transaction from a broker-dealer with no inventory position. :If the
broker-dealer does not go short, it will purchase the security from a
wholesale dealer after it receives the customer’s order ’and not confirm
the transaction
to the customer until the security is purchased. In
such a situation the broker-dealer usually buys the security at the
market maker’s inside offer and then resells it to the customer on a
principal basis at a "markup" over its cost. This kind of principal
transaction has been called a "risk]ess" transaction since the risks of
ownership are absent.
It is important to recognize the difference between a broker-dea]er
executing as principal in a riskless transaction .and the market maker
who also acts as a principal.
While both may execute on a princip’~]
bt~sis, the fu.nction of the former is limited to execution of the order,
and in essence performing the function of ~ broker for which his
undisclosed markup is a service charge. The market maker, on the
other hand, in addition to executing the transaction, provides marketability by assuming the risk of taking positions.
The decision whether the firm will act as principal or as agent in any
transaction with ’a customer is a matter for agreement between the firm
and its customer. Since the profit in retailing securities depends upon
retaining customers, the firm will usually respect a customer’s desire
ms to one form of execution as opposed to the other, unless the firm has
so strong a preference for a particular mode of execution that it will
decline to accept an order on any other basis. In practice, however,
’~ See rnle 15cl-4 under the Exchange Act and art. III, sec. 12, of the NASDRules of
l~air Practice which require disclosure
on the confirmation of the amount of commission
or other remuneration in agency transactions.
~ See the discussion of the pricing practices of the lntegregated firm in sec. 4, below,
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a firm can decide unilaterally
in what capacity it is going to act in
dealing with un unsophisticated
customer who is u~aware of the difference between the two types of execution. Such a customer may not
even understand the significance of the disclosure in the confirmation
received by him that the firm is acting as "principal" or as
(1) Frequency of agency and principal transactions
The study sought to ascertain
through questionnaire
OTC-3 the
~requency of agency and principal transactions on ’a typical trading
day (January 18, 1962) in the over-the-counter
markets for equity
.securities.
The table below shows the manner in which broker-dealers
classified the capacity in which they acted in all their transactions for
that day :
TAnLE VII-c.--Proportion
other
public
customers

of over-the-counter
with firms
as agent

trading
by individuals
and as principal,
Jan. 18,
All public
customers

Individuals

and
196~

by

Other public
customers

a. Percent of number of shares traded
Purchases, total ...............................................
Through broker as agent ..................................
From dealer as principal ..................................
Sales, total ....................................................
Through broker as agent ..................................
To dealer as principal .....................................

100. 0

100. 0

100.0

61.3
38.7

64.2
35.8

37.5
62.5

100. 0

100.0

100. 0

75.4
24.6

77.6
22. 4

57. 5
42.5

b. Percent of value of shares traded
Purchases, total ...............................................
Through broker as agent ..................................
From dealer as priucipal ..................................
Sales, total ....................................................
Through broker as agent ..................................
To dealer as principal .....................................
No~E.--Percentagcs

are based on figures

100. 0

100. 0

100. 0

46.4
53.6

51.7
48.3

33. 4
66.6

100. 0

100.0

100.0

62. 3
37. 7

69. 2
30.8

41.3
58. 7

shown in app. VII-A, table 9.

In terms of number of sh~res~ 61 percent of the purchases and 75
percent of the sales by the public on January 18, 1962~ were made
through broker-dealers
as agent. By dollar volum% broker-dealers
acted as agent in slightly less than one-half of the purchases and 62
percent of the sales by the public.
(2) Factors affecting capacity
Based on an analysis of table VII-c and other data from questionnaire OTC-3, the following discussion summarizes some of the significant factors affecting the capacity in which a broker-dealer executes
a transaction.
(~) Type o/ c%stomer.--The proportion of transactions
by nonindividuals
(principally
institutions)
made on an agency basis was
.considerably lower than for ~ll public customers~ amounting for nonIndividuals to only 38 percent of their purchases and 58 percent of
their sales. The high percentage of purchases on a principal basis
by nonindividuals is partially due to the fact that institutional
~nd
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other large investors tend to deal directly with the primary market
19s
maker who usually acts as principal in purchase transactions.
(b) ~haracteristie of the ~ec~r/t//.--The percentages in table VII-c
for agency transactions are lower for dollar volume than for share
volumebecause transactions in higher priced stocks are more likely to
be on a principal basis. This is also indicated by the trading in the
January 18, 1962, sample of 200 stocks (tables VII-11 and 11a). For
each stock in which individuals purchased or sold shares, the proportion of their shares traded through broker-dealers as agent tended to
decline as the price of the security increased.
Activity of the stock also is related to the frequency of principal
and agency transactions.
There appears to be some tendency for
broker-dealers to act as .agent in both purchases and sales to a greater
extent in inactive stocks than in active ones measured both by share
value and dealer interest (tables VII-12 and 12a, 18, and 13a).
(c) 2"!tpe o.ffirm.--Some firms mayas a matter of firm policy act as
agent for retail customers in all over-the-counter transactions. Many
firms act as agent in unsolicited transactions or in transactions involving securities not on a recommended
list and .as principal in all other
transactions. Still other firms act as principal in all over-the-counter
transactions whether or not they inventory the security involved in a
transaction.
Fromthe reports received of trading in the January 18, 1969., sample of 200 stocks, it was obselwedthat certain firms consistently traded
as principal in stocks in which they made markets but acted as agent
in all others. In all stocks on January 18, 1962, 74:0 broker-dealers,
or 4:0 percent of the 1,839 who had purchases or sales for public customers (individuals and institutions), effected .all of their transactions
with the public on an agency basis. On the other hand, 290 brokerdealers, or 16 percent, effected all of their transactions with the public
on a principal basis. 199 About two-thirds of the broker-dealers in the
former group were small firms .which had less than $10,000 of transactions for the public during the day.
On January 18, 1.962, individuals purchased over-the-counter stocks
from or through a total of 1,898 broker-dealers. Of these firms, 517
always acted as agent for the customer and 4~07 dealt exclusively on a
principal basis; these 924: firms that dealt exclusively on one basis or
the other tended to be firms with small public business so that 1 or 2
transactions may have represented their total volume of individuals’
purchases that day. Apart from this, however, there was no readily
apparent distinction between firms with smaller or larger volumeas to
the handling of public business on a principal or agency basis. A distribution of broker-dealer firms by size of individual customers’ purchases and by proportion of such purchases made on an agency basis
indicates that there is no tendency for firms with small volume to act
more frequently on a principal basis than firms with larger volumes
(table VII-13b).
~s See pt. C.2.d, above; see. 3.e, below; and oh. VIII.C. Both broker-dealers
and
Institutions
may prefer to deal on a principal basis in order to avoid negotiating a commission rate different from the NYSErate which is used for the vast majority of over-thecounter trans,actions
on an agency basis. See sec. 3, below. As indicated in ch. VI.D, many
institutions
are critical of the NYSErate in its application to large block transactions.
1~ Some of the firms which had only agency trades stated that this was not the usual
day’s training in that respect,
but this was offset by other respondents who had only
principal trades but stated that this was unusual for them.
96-746--63--pt.

2----40
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Members of the New York and American Stock Exchanges effected
a larger proportion of their public transactions in over-the-counter
stocks as agent than did other broker-dealers (table VII-14). NYSE
membersacted as agent in 58 percent of their purchases and 71 percent
of the sales, in terms of dollar volume of public transactions. 2°° In
contrast, the corresponding percentages for broker-dealers who were
not members of any exchange were 27 percent for purchases and 37
percent for sales.
Generally, firms with an inventory in a particular security deal on a
principal basis with the public in that security; few transactions are
on an agency basis. There is a higher incidence of agency executions
for such firms whencustomers are sellers than whencustomers are purchasers (table VII-16). Stated another way, when u customer sells,
there is a greater chance that the integrated "firm making a market in
the security will execute the order on an agency basis than if the customer is a buyer.
In manyprincipal transactions, a firm maynot have an inventory at
the time of the order. Of the shares purchased on a principal basis
by individuals for the sample day of January 18, 1962, 54 percent were
purchases from firms with no inventory who executed the transactions
on u riskless basis. 2°1 Risk]ess transactions constituted approximately
24 percent of all individuals’ purchase transactions (both principal and
agency) b.y share volume for the same sample day.
To summarize: Thoughthere are exceptions in individual securities
and amongindividual firms, data with respect to the frequency of agency and principal transactions indicate that (1) in a majority of transactions broker-dealers deal with individual customers on an agency
basis and with iustitutions and other nonindividual investors on a principal basis ; (2) the likelihood of a broker-dealer acting on a principal
basis tends to be greater if the security is higher priced, if it is active,
and if a large numberof dealers are quoting markets; (3) some brokerdealers, particularly
members of the New York Stock Exchange and
American Stock Exchange, will as a matter of policy usually act as
agent in all transactions, except those involving inventory securities;
(4) broker-dealers which inventory securities usually execute transactions on a principal basis though there is a tendency to act as agent in
securities held in inventory more frequently on customers’ sales than
purchases; and (5) in manyprincipal purchase transactions (i.e., over
one-half of such transactions on the sample day), the executing brokerdealer does not have an inventory in the security.
(3) Standarcls qzith respect to capacity
Neither the Commission nor the NASDhas prescribed standards
with respect to the capacity in which a retail firm executing an overthe-counter transaction must act. As described below, there may be
circumstances under which the broker-dealer is required to disclose
the nature and extent of his adverse interest in the transaction despite
~0o Memberfirms of the NewYork Stock Exchange handle a substantt.al
part of the oublic’s
business in the over-the-counter
markets. On Jan. 18, 1962, New York Sto~k E~change
firms effected 54 percent of the public share volume and 62 percent of their doll,~r volume
(table VII-15). If public trading in over-the-counter
stocks only (as distinguished
from
over-the-counter
trading in exchange-listed
stocks) is considered, N~SEmembers participated to an even larger extent, effecting 69 percent of the total value of public transactions
in such stocks. See app. VII-A.
~n This computation was based on the sample of 200 stocks studied in questlonna~re
OTC-3 for Jan. 18, 1,962.
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the nominal capacity in which he acts. ~°~ However,in most situations
the election of the broker-dealer to act as agent or principal controls
the extent of disclosures to customers.
Some firms have rigorous standards concerning the capacity in
~vhich they will act in over-the-counter transactions. Manyothers
may leave the choice of capacity to their salesmen, who are compensated in most firms by a percentage of the gross commission or
profit involved in the transaction. 2°3 Since the salesman’s gross is
ordinarily greater in principal transactions, this factor may dominate
his choice of capacity. The manner in which salesmen’s compensation
can affect the type of execution is illustrated by this testimony of a
representative of a retail firm :
Q. Would you explain
those
circumstances
in which a salesman
cide * * * to be principal
and in which he would decide to be agent ?
A. How he would make that decision
?
Q. Yes. Is there a firm policy on this?
A. No ; there is no firm policy on it.
Q. Well, is there a firm standard operating
procedure ?
A. It is dictated
somewhat by the salesman.
In other
words,
principal.
Q. Would he make more money out of it?
A. In most cases, as a principal ; yes.

would

de-

he acts

as

The firm maybe influenced by the fact that, if it acts on a principal
basis, it need not disclose either its cost in a riskless transaction or the
inside market where it sells from inventory. :No rule requires these
disclosures in a principal transaction, although rules of the Commission and of the NASDdo require disclosure of an:/commissions
or other remuneration received in an agency transaction. Thus, in
connection with a "riskless" transaction, the firm need not disclose
the inside price though the transaction cannot, in function, be distinguished in any way from an agency execution. If the firm executes
the transaction from an inventory position, it can only act as principal,
but in most instances no facts are disclosed to the customer to enable
him to determine whether the net price which he pays is reasonably
related to the inside price quoted by the selling firm or by others
or to the commissionsof firms executing on an agency basis.
b. Diligence of execution
(1) Firms executing retail transactions
Of the large variety of firms handlin~ over-the-counter transactions
for retail customers, it is estimated tha~ more than two-thirds do not
makemarkets in over-the-counter securities. 2°~ It is estimated, based
on transactions for a sample day in the over-the-counter markets,
that 80 percent of individuals’ purchase transactions and 89 percent
of individuals’ sale transactions by share volume were executed by
firms having no inventory in the particular security at the time of the
transaction? °~ Ret,~il business with both individuals and institutions
m~
~oaSee
Seesec.
ch. 4.c,
III.B below.
(pt. 1).
~o~ See pt. B.3, above.
~ This is bmsed on the 130 stocks in the sample of 200 stocks which individuals
purchased or sold on Ja~. 18, 1962. In these stocks, 56 percent of individuals’
purchases were
on an agency basis, 24 percent were dealers’ riskless principal ~rades, and 20 percent were
on a principal basis at dealers’ risk. In individuals’
sales, 78 percent were on an agency
basis, 11 percent were riskless,
and 11 percent were on a principal basis and taken into
inventory.
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in most of the inactive securities tended to be concentrated in firms
without positions (table VII-17).
Since most of ,the public business over the counter is done with firms
who are not market makers, these firms in executing public orders
have the obligation of making a reasonable effort to check markets and
to execute with the wholesale dealer quoting the best market. For a
firm which executes customer orders from an inventory accumulated
in the course of making a market, however, its oblig~tion in checking
m~rkets involves reasonably assuring that the customer p~ys or receives ~ net price not disadvantageous in respect of the price ~v~il~ble
elsewhere. For still ~nother cutegory of integrated firms, the dominunt
or sole m~rket m~ker~ the problem is somewhat more complex since
there is no competitive m~rket ~g~inst which to evaluate executions
in either of the senses described ~bove.~°~ The following sections explore the various problems ~ssoci~ted with the concept of "best execution~" and suggest various ~nds of ~pproaches to ~fford protection
to investors consonant with the v~ried character of over-the-counter
securities ~nd murkets.
(~) ~o~pa~son of e~ecutions
A diligent execution of u retail order should involw ~ reasonable
effort in obtainin~ the best wholesale dealer quotation ~nd an execution ~s f~vorab.le ~s m~yreasonably be obtained in light of the kind
and umo~t o~ securities involved and oth~r pertinent circumstances.
I~ the public customer is to Obtain th~ benefits of competition and
diversity in the wholesale markets, his broker-de~ler must m~ke a
~°~
reason~bl~ effort to ch~k competing m~rkets.
On~ w~yto measure the extent to which chec~ng m~rkets and negotiation c~n result in better executions is by .comparing executions for
in~itutions and fellow prof~sion~ls with those for individual customers. Th~ comparison uppears to be meaningful since institutions
and fellow professionals as sophisticated investors m~ybe assumedto
expect diligent executions and to be in ~ better position th~n most
individuals to ~udgo their quality. Also, because institutional
and
prof~ional customers tend to buy ~nd sell larger ~mounts, it is to be
~xpected thut brokers will generally exercise greater c~re ~nd difigence
m checking markets and negotiating ~or these customers th~n for most
individual customers.
A murket muker, which acts us principal, generally d~s not know
whether the retail firm is selling or purch~ing ~or its own~ccount or
that of ~ customer. ~°s Therefore, differences in prices received b~
"Q. How often

would you say that

occurs?

"A. Well, I am sure it happens 5, 10 times a day, at least."
~0~See pt. C.2.e,, above.
~o~See pt. C.2.b, abe,re.
sos On occasion, h(~wever, the broker may advise the market maker that he is acting for
another broker-dealer.
~he information may be used as a n.egotiating
tool, as illustrated
by the testimony of a trader in a large wholesale firm :
"Q. Suppose you had a cal~l from a New York firm, would’ he ever tell you that the order
is coming from an out-of-town firm, over his wire, and that he needs to shave the price as
much as possible in order to make a profit for himself? ~Has that ever happen.ed?
"’A. Maybe not just that way. lie might call up and say, ’I can get XYZ for this particular stock, can you show me any commission ?"
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executing firms from market makers often reflect the former’s exercis~
2°9
of diligence in checking markets or in negotiating.
Using the 200 stock sample of January 18, 1962, the study made a
comparison of executions for institutions
on an agency basis with
executions on the same basis for individu.als by firms having no positions. 21° In 14 of the 19 securities studied in which an institution used
a broker with no inventory to act as agent in purchase transactions, the
prices of execution for institutions were lower than for individual
customers; in 3 securities prices were higher; and in 2 securities there
was no difference in price. There was little difference between prices
of execution for institutions and individuals in sales on an agency
21~
basis.
Similar comparisons of pri~es of execution based on the 200 stock
sample were made for transactions on behalf of broker-dealers and
individual customers. Whenpurchases were made through firms with
no positions on an agency basis, the prices of execution for fellow professionals were lower in 17 out of 21 securities in which comparisons
could be made; in 3 securities individuals purchased at lower costs
and in 1, costs were the same. Thus, professionals generally received
better executions than individuals in purchase transactions where the
broker-dealer acting as agent was other than a market maker. In sale
transactions in 9 of 14 securities, whenbroker-dealers with no positions
acted for fellow professionals on an agency basis, the proceeds of sales
were higher for th, emthan for individuals.
Thus, it would appear that in the majority of cases studied institu,tions and broker-dealers received better executions on the purchase side
than did individual customers.
(3) Faeto,rs affecting diligence of exevution
There are factors other than the sophistication and importance of the
customer affecting the diligence of an execution by a broker-dealer in
the over-the-counter markets. The wire connections of a retail firm
with wholesale dealers may also affect the manner of execution and
the cost to the public customer. Often the retail firm is part of the
correspondent network of the wholesale dealer firm which expects that
its correspondents will execute with it. 212 The after-market trading
in the commonstock of Custom Components, Inc, one of the 22 new
213
issues studied in chapter IV, illustrates such a pattern of trading.
Two of the firms making wholesale markets in Custom Components
stock after the offering date were Gregory & Sons ("Gregory") and
:0~ A review of the agency executions by market makers (or any firm with a position)
shows that they do not execute orders for public customers on an agen~cy basi~ at prices
significantly
different from those obtained by nonposition firms. This would indicate that
being a market maker does not provide that firm with any better "feel" of the market in
terms of obtaining a better price for an indivtd~ual
customer compared with a firm unfamiliar with the market. ~For example, in 11 securities
of 20 studied, the average agency
purchase through a position firm was superior ; in 9 securities it was inferior to the executions through a nonpositioI~ firm ; irt sales to an individual through a position firm the
price obtained was superior in 11 securities
of 26, inferior to the nonpositlon firm in 19
securities
and the same in 3 se.curities.
.These securities
represent al,l of those in the
sample in which comparison could be made. See app. VII-F.
.For a detailed summary of the average prices of transaction’s
among broker-d~alers, individuals anal nonindividuals on a principal and agency basis for the 200 stock sample studied
in question.naire
OTC-3, see app. VII-E, F, and G.
~o See app. VII-F.
~ See also tables VII-18 and 32 for summaries of the prices of executions of particular
securities in transactions involving institutions
and individuals.
For a discussion of table
VII-32, see sec. 4.2{2), below.
~ See pt. (Ll.b, above.
m See eh. IV.B.3.b and app. IV-A for further details concerning this offering and the
after-market trading of this issue.
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Singer, Bean & Mackie, Inc. ("Singer,
Bean"). Bioren & Co. ("Bioren"), one of the underwriters, is a correspondent of Gregory and has
a direct wire ~om its Philadelphia
office to Gregory. Sutro Bros.
("Sutro") has a direct line to Singer, Bean.
During the early stages of after-market trading, Bioren’s customers
were substantial sellers to Gregory while Sutro’s customers were substantial
buyers from Singer, Bean. Gregory therefore
was buying
on balance, while Singer, Bean was going sl~ort. Thus Gregory became a "better seller" and Singer, Bean a "better buyer"; in fact,
Singer, Bean turned to Gregory to replenish
its supply. However,
although Singer, Bean kept Bioren advised of its current quotations,
Bioren still executed with Gregory. Also, had Sutro checked to find
out that Gregory was a seller,
Sutro’s customers would undoubtedly
have bought at lower prices.
To illustrate~
on April 27, 1961--1 week after the effective date of
the registration
statement--Singer,
Bean purchased on balance 900
shares from Gregory at $9 per share. On the same day, Bioren
executed sales for customers to Gregory of 1,350 shares at prices ranging from 8 to 81~/~ ; 83/~ was the highest price which Gregory paid to
any seller on that day. Since Singer, Bean was willing to pay 9 for
/he stock and continuously advised Bioren of its quotations, it. can
be assumed that Bioren would have done better for its selling customers by executing with Singer, Bean.
Meanwhile, Singer, Bean was selling substantial
amounts to Sutro.
Of the 2,550 shares sold to Sutro on April 27, 550 were sold at 91/2,
900 at 91/~, 900 at 9, and ~00 at 8. Had Sutro checked Gregory’s
market it would have received a better execution, since Gregory was
willing to sell for $9. Indeed, many of the transactions were executed
by Singer, Bean for Sutro on an agency basis.
For example, the
900 shares bought by Singer, Bean from Gregory at 9 were resold
to Sutro at 9¼ in a simultaneous agency transaction.
Order clerks in retail firms may direct orders for over-the-counter
securities
to certain wholesale dealers rather than to others out of
habit, lack of training,
or for other reasons. 214 A broker-dealer
handling institutional
orders advised the study that it was generally
known in the financial community that some order clerks receive substantial gratuities
from wholesale dealers as an inducement to place
orders for over-the-counter
securities
with the latter firms. ~1~ To
the extent that this is a practice amongretail firms, this factor would
have a substantial effect upon the diligence of execution and the prices
paid or realized by customers.
Reciprocal obligations and understandings between firms may also
affect the manner of executing customers’ orders in the over-thecounter markets. A retail firm may direct its over-the-counter
business to one wholesale dealer rather than another because the wholesale
dealer has provided services to the retail firm. ~arious arrangements
~ One wholesale trader commented ou the lack of training
among retail
order clerks:
"* * * [N]tnety-elght
percent of the time these people in the order rooms don’t know
how to go about looking up even a manual to find out who might be a seller or bayer, who
hsd the stock, he has no time, or he has not got the brains enough, or he is not trained
enough, * * * because these men have been in the same position for 30 years and they don’t
want to do anything else beyond what they are supposed to do. They are not interested
whether the client pays $14 or $1~."
¯ m An NASDRule of Fair Practice prohibits
members from giving or offering to give
anything of value to any employee of another person for the purpose of influencing
or
rewarding such employee in relation to the business of his employer, without the consent
of such employer. Art. IlI, sec. 10, NASDRules of Fair Practice.
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which have been developed by the industry to reciprocate have been
described elsewhere in this report. 216 There are, however~ a number
of reciprocal business practices having a direct bearing on the handling
of over-the-counter transactions.
The retail firm maydirect all of its over-the-counter business to one
wholesale dealer because the latter provides quotation services. As one
wholesale dealer explained it:
* * * [T]hese houses have a limited amount of personnel,
a maximum amount
of orders, and for service,
I [give] anywhere from a hundred to a hundred and
fifty quotes a day for the various issues, [of] which 95 percent, you never see
an order from. Some salesman in some office wants a quote. ~ou have to get it
for them. They don’t have the manpower or facility
or the know-how, whoever
handles the order, where to go to get the quotation or the price.
They can do that themselves if they had x amount of added employees just
to do that. The volume of inquiries
they get is so large for the normal run of
business that they have got to feed these things out. They have to. It is a
brokerage service.
We are servicing
these dealer houses by giving them the
service on the quotations.

For providing these quotation services, the wholesale dealer expects
that the retail firm will reciprocate by directing over-the-counter business to it.
A wholesale dealer may not be a member of the NYSE, and it may
direct all of its retail business in listed securities to an Exchangemember firm. Since the rules of the N¥SEpr.ohibit the memberfirm from
relinquishing any portion of its commission to the nonmemberfirm,
the Exchange membermay send over-the-counter business to the non"
217
member to reciprocate for " hsted business.
The ~YSEhas indicated
that this practice might be a violation of its policy prohibiting the
rebate of commissions to nonmembersif the memberfirm has a "well
organized and well staffed department" for handling over-the-counter
business. An official of the Exchangerecognized the seriousness of the
problem and commentedas follows on the practice :
By agreeing to give all your business in over-the-counter
securities
to one
broker, you may not be servicing
your customers properly because he may not
properly cover the waterfront.
An unlisted market is not the same as a listed
market where there is a central point and policies and records of the transaction. We think it is the duty of the broker to do the best for his customer and
by promising to give all the business to one person willy-nilly
might violate that.

Under some circumstances, retail firms may fail to check markets because of factors beyond their immediate control. For example, during
periods of activity, because of overcrowded communication facilities
or the press of incoming orders, retail order clerks may be forced to
execute orders with the first wholesale dealer with whomcommunication can be established. A representative of one wholesale dealer
described such a situation in this manner:
* * * In the spring of 1961, I would say the market had gotten well out of hand,
especially in the new issues, and it was impossible for a clerk executing an order
for a stock exchange house or a retail order, we will put it that way, to give the
order due diligence * * * the first call he would make, if he was lucky enough to
get a broker, h~ would have to execute his trade. Therefore,
there were very
big variations
in markets between one specialist
and another, because every
specialist
had to trade from the calls that he received in his own office and
See ch. VI.I and ch. XI.C.
See ch. VI.I.
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could not go out and check his markets to see if they were in line.
many trades have had to be out of line due to this.

Of course

(4) I~terposi~io~iny
Another practice related to diligence of execution which has a direct
effect on the costs of execution for public customers is that of "interpositioning."
Normally, where a firm receives an order from a public
customer in a security in which it is not making a market and in which
it has no position, it goes directly to a firm making a wholesale market
in the security or to the correspondent of the market maker. As indicated earlier,
if a correspondent is used, the name of the initiating
retail firm is usually "given up" to the wholesale firm, and the cost
to the retail firm is the same us if it had dealt with the m~rket maker
~s
directly?
In some cases, however, the retail firm executes the transactio~
through ~ correspondent of the market maker or som~ other third firm
which receives ~ ~ee ~rom the retail firm for the trans~ction.
One
of the reasons ~or using an intervening broker-dealer
to execute a
trans~ction is to compensate him ~or other business or services rendered
to the retail firm. The intervening
firm may act as agen~ ~or the
retail firm; or the intervening firm m~y sell the security as principal
to the firm. In both cases the charge by the intervening firm becomes
a part o~ the price p~id by the customer’s firm and is p~ssed on to the
customer by computing the "markup" or commission on the basis o~
the retail firm’s cost, no~ the cost o~ the interpos~tioned firm.
One dealer gave this example o~ interpositioning:
Q. Let’s assume * * * there is a seller who wishes to sell, but he will not sell
for le~ than seven and a half, and he puts in an order with his broker wire
house to sell at seven and a half * * *. Now in the situation
where this commission wire house gives the order to you, what do you do with it?
A. Well, we try whoever is trading the security to get ourselves a commission
over that seven and a half. In other words, if I am offered 500 shares at seven
and a half, and A, B, and C are making a market at seven and a half plus an
eighth, I will call the first one and say, "I have ~0 shares of stock I can buy at
seven and a half." He will say, "~11 right, take an eighth commission * * * "
Q. Now, why couldn’t the wire house have gone to the same broker that you did
and get seven and five-eights
and then give the customer seven and five-eights
minus the commission * * *. In other words, why couldn’t he do exactly what
you did?
A. He can do it.
Q. And save his customer an eighth?
A. He can do it if he has the time, ~ he is diligent
enough, plus one other
thing : If you call me and I am pretty friendly with you, I will give you an
eighth of a point commission. If he [the retail
house] calls me [the market
maker] and I am not ~endly, I won’t give it to him if I am trading the stock.
So there is no guarantee that that [retail]
house would get the same fly,eighths
that I got.

In this example, i~ the retail firm had gone directly to the wholesale
dealer, it might (but would not necessarily) have been able to sell the
shares at seven and five-eighths.
A representative
of another interpositioned fi~ t~tified
that his fi~ supplied quotations to retail
firms:
Q. What do they do in return for you?
A. They try to give me preference
and sometimes
eighth or quarter of a point.

they do give me an extra

ms See the discussion in pt. C.l.b, above, of the operation~ of correspondent systems.
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A fellow, yesterday,
gave me a--I made a hundred dollars * * * I-Ie needed
400 shares of stock. I said, "I bought 400 shares of stock at 13."
He said, "All right. Take a quarter of a point for yourself," which is fair to
me.

Q. It cost him how much?
A. Thirteen and a quarter.
Q. What does he do with it?
A. If he gets it for a customer--that
mission above 13¼.
¯

*

*

13¾--he charges
*

*

stock exchange
*

com*

Q. In that kind of a situation,
which you have just described, could the stock
exchange house, itself,
have gone into the market and bought the stock at 13,
if it had the time and wires to do it?
A. Sure.

In some instances when the interposed firm is not able to negotiate
u price better than the best quoted, it will advise the retail firm to execute directly with the market maker. In others, the interposed firm
will execute the transaction and charge a commissionso that the customer pays more than the best price quoted in the market.
Another firm which frequently performed the service of supplying
quotations and of executing for other firms was asked whyretail firms
would ask it to execute for them. The principal of that firm replied
that he might be able to check the wholesale market carefully and purchase stock at, for example, nine three-eighths where without such
careful checking ~he purchase would have been made at nine o.ne-hulf:
Q. Why couldn’t they [the retail firms] get it at three-eighths?
A. Because it is a question of time. These wire houses are so flooded with
quotes and orders * * *
Q. Would we be interpreting
you correctly,
then, if we understood that this
happened only in busy markets when they did not have the time?
A. No ; not primarily. As I said before, I might be given such good service to
XYZ security
firm down here that they might want to throw me an order.
Maybe I can make a sixteenth or an eighth, which I would like.
Q. Service by way of giving quotations?
A. Sure. * * *

This particular firm executed only P. transactions for its own account
in the 200 stock sample of questionnaire OTC-3on January 18~ 1962.
Those transactions occurred in Great American Life Underwriters
stock. The firm, which was not making a market~ purchased 10 shares
~rom a market maker at 198 and sold these shares to a retail firm ut
202 at a time when the prevailing wholesale asked price was 198.
The principal of the firm stated that the transactions probably occurred as a result of a call on the TWX
from the retail firm in which
the retail firm said that it could pay 202. Aside from the purchase
at 201~ by that retail firm the highest price paid by any other brokerdealer firm, either as agent or dealing for its ownaccount~ on January
18~ 1962, was 199. In this case the interpositioned firm apparently
was used to execute the order simply as a result of a previously established course of doing business with the retail firm.
The $4 per share charge by the interposed firm which was probably
passed on to the customer should be compared with the usual 3 to 5
cents per share charge that same firm makes when executing orders
~
for its correspondents, which are not passed on to the customer.
See pt. C.l.b, above.
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The effect of interpositioning on the net price to the customer can be
illustrated by the samples on the following page derived from transactions in the 200 stock sample:
TABLE VII-d.--Prices

paid in purchases
interpositioning,

Stock

Aztec Oil &Gas Co .....................
Illinois Mid-Continent Life Insurance
Co.
Pacific Power& Light Co ...............
ProducingProperties, Inc ...............
Security First National Bank of Los
Angeles.
Sonar Radio Corp .......................

Number
of
shares 1

by public
customers
Jan. 18, 1962

as a result

Price paid Price paid by
Cost to
to wholesale customer’s
dealer by
firm to
customer
interposed
interposed
firm ~
firm

of

Capacity of
customer’s
firm

100
100

23¼
147§

Principal.
24~
15.22 Agency.

25
100
100

57
11
78~,~.

60
Principal.
Do.
11~
79. 22 Agency.

100

7.39

DO,

Numberof shares purchased by pqblic.
A different firm is involved in each of the transactions set forth in the table.

In each of the transactions shownin the accompanyingtable, public
customers paid the cost of interpositioning. In transactions in which
the retail firm acted as agent, the retail firm charged the customer a
commission equivalent to the New York Stock Exchange rate based
upon the cost to the retail firm. Hadno firm been interposed, the commission charged would have been added to a lower base. In those three
transactions in which the retail firm acted as principal, the markupof
the retail firm was apparently based upon its cost, not the price
charged by the wholesale dealer. In all three examples the markup
charged to the customer as related to the interposed firm’s cost (i.e.,
the price charged by the wholesale dealer) was more than the NASD’s
5 percent markup policy. If based upon the retail firm’s cost, the
’°
markup was within 5 pereentY
:Retail firms sometimes justify interpositioning on ~he ground that
the wholesale dealer may give the interposed firm a better quotation.
It is argued that if the retail firm dealt directly with the wholesale
dealer, the latter would knowwhich side of the market the retail firm
was on, particularly if the retail firm has a pattern of doing business
with the wholesale dealer, and adjust its quotations accordingly. In
addition, interpositioning has been claimed to be necessary where a
retail firm outside a financial center seeks to execute an order and
finds it unduly expensive to contact more than one firm. Neither
argument seems a satisfactory justification for the practice in many
situations in which it appears.
The retail firm can minimize any adjustment of quotations by wholesale dealers by checking competing markets. Whenthe retail firm
uses an interpositioned firm, the latter is often no better qualified to
obtain quota.tions than the retail firm. For example, the retail firm in
manycases ~s an integrated firm with a fully staffed trading department capable of checking competing markets. With the expansion and
refinement of communicationfacilities,
it. appears that most retail
firms have access to wholesale dealers either directly or through
See see. 4, below, for a discussion of markups.
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correspondents. 2:1 Even assuming that communication costs are a
factor, manyfirms outside of financial centers have t~ound it possible
to execute on a give-up basis with a charge that is nomLualcompared
to the cost of interpositioning. In fact, several large wholes~le dealers
indicate that they check markets and execute transactions for outof-town firms without any charge in securities in which they do not
~2
make markets.
(5) Standards ~oith respect to diligence of execution
A broker-dealer acting as an agent for a customer in the execution
of a transaction assumes the obligations of a fiduciary. As the Commission has stated the commonlaw principle :
A corollary
of the fiduciary’s
duty of loyalty
to his principal
obtain or dispose of property
for his principal
at the best price
~
the exercise
o£ reasonable
diligence.

is his duty to
discoverable
in

Actual operating standards to assure execution of transactions in accordance with this principle have been largely le~ to individual firms.
While some firms apparently have established specific standards for
their ownpersonnel, ~4 manyothers leave the execution of retail orders
to the personal habits and work patterns of individual order clerks
and traders or to the demands of reciprocal obligations and understandings.
The NASDhas broadly recognized the principle of best execution
but specificguidelines or standards have not beenbee~rescribed. ~ The
most specific recognition of the principle has
made in several
NASDdisciplinary proceedings involving interpositioning
but there
appears to be no consistent policy with respect to the propriety of that
practice.
In three cases in Boston~ an NASDDistrict Business Conduct Committee found that, for purposes of determining the current market
from which to compute a retail markup to a customer, it was improper to include the service charge paid to an inter~nediate brokerdealer interposed between the initiating
firm and the wholesale
market. The cost of the initiating dealer was held not to be u fair
gage of the market because of the interposing of the intermediate
firm.~e~
Ia another proceeding in New York in 1952, an NASDDistrict
Business Conduct Committee found that the practice of interposing
:m See pt. C.l.b, above.
:ee It is recognized that these wholesale dealers may be indirectly
compensated for such
services by reciprocal bu,siness.
eeaArleen W. Hughes, 27 S.E.C. 629, 636 (1948), aff’d. 174 F. 2d 969 (D.C. Cir. 1949).
See also "Restatement of Agency, 2d," sec. 424.
-"2~ For example, a number of firms have a rule that a quotation be obtained from at
least three competing wholesale dealers before any commission order is executed.
.~z The NASDhas recently been considering an amen ’dznent to its Rules of Fair l~ractice
not yet submitted to its members, which would require that a member selling or buying
a security "as agent for a customer shall exercise due diligence to find the best available
market for such security;
and to execute the transaction
in such market." With respect
to the proposed rule, the NASDstates that it is intended to cover the "problem of failure
to seek the best market which ~s presently dealt with ~der the general terms of rule 1."
The latter
rule is a general rule requiring members to "observe high standards of commercial honor and just and equitable principles of trade."
In the hearings on the legislation
authorizing
this study, the then chairman of the
NASDboard of governors stated :
"One of your functions
in executing [an] order for y~ur customer is to seek out the
best market, and then to execute to h~s best advantage."
Hearings on tt.J.
Res. 438 (1961) before a subcommittee of the House Committee
Interstate
and Foreign Commerce, 87th Cong., 1st sess. (1961), p. 79.
¯ z~ It should be noted that recently the Boston District Committee has dealt with the
practice of interpositioning
by a letter
of caution rather than proceeding by formal complaint.
See the discussion of interpositioning
in relation to the markup policy in sec. 4,
below.
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other broker-dealers between the executing firm and the best market
was a violation of the Rules of Fair Practice when done without justification, without regard to whether the resulting price to the customer
violated the markup policy. The district committee held that the
initiating firm has an obligation to obtain the best market for its
customer and noted that the l~nterposed dealers were in effect executing
riskless transactions for the initiating firm. 227 In this case, the NASD
stated :
The integrity
of the industry
can be maintained
ciple that a customer should at all times get the
reasonably be obtained for him is followed.

only if the fundamental
prinbest available
price which can

As previously indicated, while the commonlaw principle of best
execution has been recognized by the NASD,there has been little or
no delineation of what it is supposed to meanin practice~for example,
in r.espect, of checking of markets or use of interpositioned firms in
various circumstances--and little or no enforcement effort with respect to it. The absence of explicit standards and of enforcement effort
is reflected in an uneven quality of executions for customers in the
over-the-counter markets.
3.

COSTS OF EXECUTION

The size of markups (or markdowns)in princip.nl transactions and
commissionsin agency transactions is not governed by a fixed schedule
in the over-the-counter markets. 22s The service charge that a customer pays for an execution of an over-the-counter transaction is related to a diversity of factors including the firm with which he deals,
the capacity in whichthe firm executes the transaction, i.e., on a principal or agency basis, whether the transaction is a purchase or sale,
the size of the transaction, and the general relationship of the customer to the firm. This section examines some of these factors affecting the costs of execution paid. by the public.
There is a significant range m the raze of markups in principal
transactionsY 2~ On the other hand, in agency transactions there tends
to be a uniformity in the level of commission rates. Approximately
95 percent of the agency transactions on January 18, 1962, in the stock
sample were executed at the applicable NYSEcommission rate. The
importance of N¥SEmemberfirms in haa~dling the public business in
the over-the-counter markets and the tendency of such firms to handle
over-the-counter transactions on an agency basis points up the fact
that the NYSEminimumcommission rate schedule has a substantial
effect upon pricing in the over-the-comater markets? -~0 Indeed its
~ In the New York ca.se and in two of the three Boston cases the NASDcommittees
found that the occurrence of the practice
was attributable
in part to a lack of proper
supervision of the activities of the traders in the firm.
~-~ Sec. 15A(b)(7) of the Exchange Act prohibits the NASDfrom imposing "any schedule
of prices, or to impose any schedule or fix minimumrates of commission." /I~ the exchange
markets commisiso~n rates are fixet~ by exchange rule. See ch. VI.I. Investment com~.~ny
shares are offered pursuant to selling agreements at fixed public offering prices less selling
commissions or loads fixed in such agreements. See ch. XI.
~ See table VII-25 which shows the ranges of retail
and wholesale prices in certain
stocks. The variations
in prices charged to customers cannot be ascribed to changes in
market price. This is more fully discussed in sec. 3.d, below, where it is pointed out that
wholesale variations were negligible in the same securities
in which retail variations were
substantiaI.
.See also sec. 4.b, below, and the range of prices in transactions
between
dealers in chart VII-b.
~ See ch. VI.I. For a discussion of the importance of NYSEmem~ber firms in the overthe-counter markets see pt. B.3, and app. VII-A.
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effect also extends to the pricing practices of nonmemberfirms~ since
it was found that nonmemberfirms tended to use the NYSEschedule
in agency transactions.
a. Purchases by retail c~tstomers
Purchases by customers executed on an agency basis were consistently effected at lower total costs (including commissions) than purchases on a principal basis. In 82 percent of the stocks in the sample
traded on January 18, 1962~ in which comparisons could be made~the
average cost to individual customers of purchases from dealers acting
as principal was higher than the cost of purchases on an agency
basis. 231 Moreover, agency transactions usually result in a lower cost
of execution to a customer tha~ a principal purchase on a net basis~
whether the firm sells to the customer out of its inventory or purchases
the stock and then sells it to the customer in a riskless transaction.
In 80 percent of the securities studied~ whenan individual public customer purchased shares from a dea]e.r with an inventory which existed
prior to the order, the customer paid more on the average than when
he purchased through a broker on an agency basis (including commissions) .23~ Similarly, the net price to individual customers in principal
purchases from firms which had no positions were also more costly tha~
purchases on an agency basis. Of the stocks in the saznl~]ei n which
both of these types of executions occurred on January 18~ 1962, the
average price of purchases on a principal basis was higher in 87 percent of the stocks.
In the category of principal transactions~ the cost of execution are
related to whether the firm does or does not have an inventory in the
particular security at the time of the transaction. Principal purchases from firms which had no positions were more costly than
principal purchases from firms with inventories. In 69 percent ot~
the securities in which both types of execution for individuals occurred
on January 18, 1962, the average cost in principal riskless transactions
was higher than in principal purchases from firms with inventories.
Of the riskless transactions in the stocks in the 200 stock sample for
which comparisons could be made, 10 percent of the markups over
contemporaneous cost exceeded 5 percent and one-half were in excess
of 4 percent of contemporaneous cost (table VII-20). Although the
h~gher markups appear to have occurred in the smaller dollar transactions, there was a significant percentage of large transactions in
which markups of over 4 percent were charged though the dealer was
without risk. There appeared to be some tendency for markups to be
proportionately higher in riskless transactions for lower priced stocks
than for higher priced ones (table VII-21). Moreover~ if the riskless transactions had been effected on an agency basis, ~hey would most
likely have resulted in net prices to the customer which wou|d have
been lower than the net prices actually paid, since it was found that,
in almost all of the 325 riskless transactions for which data were
available, the public customer paid more than the applicable NYSE
commission~ in many instances by 2 to 3 times (table VII-22).
~-~ See app. VII-E. These findings are corroborated
by tables VII-I~ and 32, which
illustrate
the lower costs of agency over principal executions for public purchases. Also
see table VII-25a.
~ See al>p. VII-F. The material in the text comparing prices of execution for firms
with and without positions Is derived from this appendix.
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previously indicated, most transactions on an agency basis were executed at the applicable N¥SEcommission rate.
b. Sales by retail customers
Unlike the situation as to purchase transactions, there was little, if
any, difference in proceeds received by individuals depending upon
whether executions by the broker-dealer were on a principal or an
agency basis. Whenindividual customers sold securities on a principal basis, the:y received, on the average, greater proceeds than in
agency transactions in 53 percent of the stocks studied. ~3 Firms with
positions paid, on the average, the highest prices to individual customers. It was found that i~n 64 percent of the stocks where dealers
with inventory purchased from individuals as principal, the individuals received higher average prices than when they sold through firms
as agent. TM However, in the stocks studied, individuals who sold on
a principal basis to firms with no inventory received higher prices in
46 percent of the stocks compared to executions on an agency basis.
In sales on a principal basis the service charge or markdownis
usually lower than in the case of markups on the purchase side.
Wherefirst had an inventory in the security, it was found in a study
of the stock sample that frequently purchases were made from customers at the inside bid or wholesale price. In 68 percent of the stocks
studied, a dealer with a position paid more to a selling customer than
did a firm with no position when each acted as principal. Typically,
the dealer without a position "marked down" the security below the
bid price of the market maker who simultaneously purchase the security from the riskless dealer; the difference between the price paid
by the market maker and the price received by the customer was the
riskless dealer’s profit. Thus, in sales as well as purchases, executions on a principal basis in riskless transactions were more costly
to the customer than those on a principal basis whenthe broker-dealer
had an inventory. However, for firms which did not have an inventory in the security, the level of markdowns
was still less than the level
of markups (table VII-23).
There are a number of factors which account ~or the lower costs
of execution in connection with customer sales compared to purchases.
As industry spokesmenhave frequently stated, merchandising or selling is a primary aspect of the over-the-counter retail business. :~ The
industry is basically geared to fostering customers’ purchases r~ther
than sales, and selling expenses, including salesmen’s compensation
and research, are the principal costs of doing a retail business. A
sale of a security by a customer usually involves less expense than the
solicitation of a purchase, and the lower expenses for sales are reflected in lower charges for execution.
A factor of seemingly less importance but which may nevertheless be
significant in some transactions is the ~tructure of the NASDretail
qu.otations system. As described more fully below, that system publishes in the newspapers "inside" or wholesale bid prices a~d markedup asked prices for quoted securities. ~" The publication of the inside
See app. VII-E.
See app. VII-F.
See eh. III.B.2.
See sec. 4.a, below.
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bid price may limit the dealer’s ability to markdownbelow that price
237
for sales on a principal basis.
c. I~stitutional transavtions
The costs of execution for the institutional investor hinge on fewer
variables
than the costs for the individual - customer. As sophisticated
~
....
investors, restitutions ~ shop around,,’ negotmte and execute in the same
manner as other professionMs. 23s As described earlier, institutions
generally deal on a principal basis with the wholesale dealer making
a primary market in a security. Most institutions
have their own
trading departments or use the trading department of u bank or an
investment adviser to execute portfolio transactions. The institution
can .deal on a net basis with the market maker and purchase or sell at
inside prices withou.t being subject to the minimumcommissioncharge
which would be the case if the transaction were executed on an ex~
change.
The different bargaining position of institutional
investors and
their different methods of executing transactions are reflected in an
anMvsis of inst’itu,tional
transactions on January 18, 1961~, in the
stocl~ sample where price comparisons could be made.~° In 80 percent of the stocks studied, the average prices of institutional purchases
on a principal basis from dealers were less than the average prices of
agency executions. For individual eusto.mers, as described above, it
was found that precisely the reverse was true--agency executions were
cheaper than principal executions. .~With respect to institutional sales
transactions it was found that in 70 percent of the stocks studied,
institutions received higher prices whenthe dealer acted as principal
than as agent.
d. Effects o/differences in costs o/execution
The range in prices between public purchases and sMes in the overthe-counter markets breaks down into two components: the wholesale
dealer’s spread and the service charge for executing the order. ~ In
the over-the-counter markets a wholesale dealer participates in almost
every transaction and is compensated for his services by the spread
or "jobber’s turn." 2~ For many securities
which are inactively
traded, particularly those which are low priced, the spread in the
interdealer
wholesale market may be considerable. "~ Wholesale
~z~ Possibly another factor accounting for lower costs of execution on sales is the NASD
markup policy. If the customer reinvests the proceeds of a sale in another security purchased from the same broker-dealer,
under the NASDmarkup policy the profit or c~mmission of the broker-dealer on the sale will be included in determining the reasonableness
of the markup on the purchase. ~ee the discussion of the markup policy in sec. 4.b, below.
~as See ch. VIII.C and sec. 2.a(2),
above. In this connection, some wholesale dealers
may accor~l better terms to institutions
than to other dealers. One NASDdistrict
secretary testified on this point as follows :
"* * * [W]e have had, over the years, several complaints about [Dealer X], because
they will sell * * * stock, they claim, to a bank cheaper than they will sell it to a dealer
and the dealers think this is unfair, that someone who is not a dealer can buy less than
the wholesale."
~ As pointed out in chs. VI.I and VIII, because of the lacl~ of a volume discount on the
commission rate structure,
the large transactions
in which institutions
tend to engage are
particularly
susceptible to betterment of terms in a principal transaction on a net basis.
~o See apps. VII-E, VII-F, and VII-G; and tables VII-18 and VII-32. ,In sec. 2.b.,
above, there is a comparison of the executions of institutions
with those for individuals.
~41Tables VII-25 and VII-25a show the range of wholesale prices and retail
prices on
both a principal
and agency basis for the 200-stock sample. ,Tables VII-26, VII-2,7,
VII-28, and VII-29 show the percent spread between average prices o£ all purchases and
sales by individuals in stocks in the sample on a principal basis according to dollar volume,
share volume, the price of the security, and number of dealers quoting a two-way market.
~ See the discussion of specialist
participation
in the exchange markets in ch. VI.D.6.d.
~ See table VII-3.
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dealer participation in almost every over-the-counter transaction results from the fact that there is no mechanism for the collection,
matching and execution of public orders on a central trading floor.
The other factor contributing to the total difference in the prices
which public purchases and sales occur is the service charge for the exegution , whether taking the form of a markup, markdown, or commission. For individual public customers, the differences in costs of
execution in over-the-counter transactions are reflected in relatively
wide ranges in net prices paid (including markups or commissions)
and net proceeds realized (deducting markdownsor commissions)
the same security even in a stable market situation. Customers placing similar orders for the same security under similar interdea]er market conditions but through different firms mayhave significantly different costs of execution. This is particularly true on the purchase
side. These ranges are depicted in chart VII-b.
In order to show the effects of diversity of costs of execution upon
price ranges, only stocks with narrow interdealer price ranges were
selected for chart VII-b. Stocks with large interdealer ranges were
not chosen because the large range would indicate either a comparatively wide wholesale spread or considerable price movementin the
stock during the day, or both, and part of the variation in prices of
individuals ~ transactions could be attributed to these factors rather
TM
than differences in costs of execution.
For example, the middle column on the chart for Bank of America
stock (which represents the range of prices of all purchases by brokerdealers from market makers and sales by broker-dealers to market
makers) shows a narrow dealer market on January 18, 1962.
dealer purchased Bank of America stock for less than 60% and no
dealersold. that securi~t,y~toanotherdealerfor a
price higher_than61~
(excluding transactions of less than $500).~4~ This ~)rice s~read
cludes both the interdealer spread (the wholesale de~]er~s p~:ofit) and
market fluctuations in the price of the security during the day. " The
quotations reported in the sheets of January 18 for Bank of America
stock ranged from a low bid of 60~/~ to a high offer of 61~A, roughly
approximating the maximumrange of the iKterdealer ma~l~t.
transactions by dealers with other dealers are concentrated in the
center of the middle column. The wholesale quotations ~nd transactions for Bank of America stock reflect a competitive dealer market
in an active over-the-counter security.
Despite the narrow dealer market, individual customers on the same
d.~y purchased Bank of America stock at prices (including commiss~ons m agency transactions) from 61 to 64~//s (see right-hand column
of chart) with the highest prices being paid by customers in principal
riskless transactions. The relatively wide range in prices paid by
customers purchasing Bank of America stock indicates primarily
varied commissions or markups charged by broker-dealers,
not
changing inside market, in view of the narrow range of inside prices
during the day.
e~Eight of the 9 securities
on chart VII-b were among the most active in the 200
stock sample. There is a tendency for active stocks to have a wider range of costs of
execution than those which are less active. See tables VII-25 and VII-25a.
~45 Small transactions were excluded to prevent distortion of the price ranges. If transactions of less than $500 were included, the range of prices would have been greater.

ChartVlt-b
RANGEOF PRICES
OF OVER-THE-COUNTER
TRANSACTIONS
BY INDIVIDUALS
ANDBY BROKER-DEALERS
Selected
Stocks,January18, 1962
BANK OF AMERICA
NT & SA

PORTLAND GENERAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY

PACIFIC POWER AND
LIGHT COMPANY

CITIZENS UTILITIES CO.

AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
(Newark)

34

GO

32
58

49

32

GO

COASTAL STATES GAS
PRODUCING COMPANY
~- ¯ ~

PACIFIC INTERMOUNTAIN
EXPRESS COMPANY

FUTTERMAN CaRP

KOEHRING COMPANY

31

’
Purchases
andsoles
as prlncipol by market makers
w~thother
broker-dealers

1312
13

I41412
171217
1312
29

I.E(;E\D
Salesby ,ndividuals
to broker-dealers
as
p.ncipal andagent.

16~2

--

_

_

-13

12

Purchases
by ,nd~v~dualsfrombrokerdealersas p.nc~pol
andagent.
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The remaining eight examples on the chart demonstrate a similar
pattern. In each case, the range of individuals’
purchases is considerably greater than the interdealer range, indicating the diversi~y
in the costs of executio~_~ for customers depending upon the brokerdealer handling the transaction, the capacity in which he acts and l~is
manner of execution.
If a firm handles a transaction on a risk]ess basis, the costs of execution are usually substantially
greater .than if a firm executes on an
agency basis. ~a For example, in each of the nine stocks shown on
chart VII-b, the highest purchase price was paid by individual customers whose broker-dealers
executed on a riskless
basis. Agency
executions were generally within narrow ranges and below the higher
~
costs of principal transactions.
The chart also shows for each stock the total range between purchases and sales. The range of prices in the left-hand column, representing the proceeds of sales received by customers (after deducting
commissions in agency transactions),
is not as great as the range of
~s
~ For expurchases.
The total range, however, is substantial.
ample, in Bank of America stock the range between the highest price
at which individuals bought and the lowest price at which they sold
was $4.50. Since the maximmnwholesale market spread (for transactions over $500) was $1 (including dealer spread and price fluctuations), it is evident that most of the public individual range was due
to diversities in costs of execution, particularly on the purchase side.
4.

PRESENT DISCLOSURES AND OTIlER PROTECTIONS FOR INVESTORS
OVER-TIlE-COUNTER
~ARKETS

IN TIlE

a. Retail ~uotation syste~n
(1) Operation o] the system
As noted earlier,
wholesale quotations generally are not available
to members of the public. ~° Retail quotations,
on the other hand,
are designed for public dissemination
principally
through newspapers.
Retail quotations do n~t represent specific dealer interests in doing
business, as do wholesale quotations, nor a range within which business has been done, as do published stock exchange prices. They are
described as representing
only the approximate range within which
a public customer could have bought or sold at the time the underlying wholesale quotations were submitted.
Apart from their different purposes, there are three key differences
between retail and wholesale quotation systems: Whereas the whole~sale system contains insertions on thousands of secur~.~ies that Ina~"
change from day to day and do change considerably
over longe~r
periods, the retail system covers smaller ~nd more permanent hsts
of securities.
Of the 8,200 stock issues quoted in the sheets, only
about 3,000 are quoted at the retail level. (For securities
not on
¯ ~ An increase in volume does not decrease the incidence of riskless transactions (table
VII-30).
~ See apps. VII-E, VII-F, and VII-G, and table VII-25a.
¯ a Markdowns and commissions on sales are usually less than markups on purchases in
over-the-counter transactions.
~.See sec. 3.b, above.
~*
tableC.3,
VII-24.
~o See
See pt.
above.
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list, or on a list but not published by a readily available newspaper,
an interested public customer can obtain a retail quotation only from
a broker-dealer.) Secondly, while for a single security there may be
any numberof dealer-identified wholesale .quotations, in retail quotation systems each security has but a single entry which is not
identified with any dealer. 251 Lastly, whereas wholesale quotations
are disseminated by an unregulated private corporation, ,the principal
retail quotation system is run directly by the NASD.
The NASDretail quotation system produces the various lists of
securities which appear in the vast majority of the newspapers that
publish over-the-counter quotations. ~2 Daily lists include a national,
four regional, and supplementary local lists. There are also certain
weekly lists. The national list contains about 600 stocks and the
eastern regional list contains about 500 stocks; 25~ the other three
regional lists together contain about 500 stocks. At the time of the
writing of this report, the Wall Street Journal--one of the papers
which prints a large number of over-the-counter
quotations--had
recently mergedthe daily lists into a single national list containing
over 1,400 stocks. Someof the following discussion of retail quotation systems relates to the structure existing prior to this development and as it continues to exist with respect to other newspapers.
For inclusion on the national, regional, and weekly lists, the NASD
has imposed minimmn requirements ofnumber and distribution
of
shareholders, number and value of shares outstanding, market price
of the security, and "sutficient dealer interest to assure a realistic
market" in the security; 2~ the precise minimumrequirements are
shown in the table on the next p.a~e. 2~’ Furthermore, the national
and regional lists require that divictend declarations be published at
least 1 weekprior to the record date and that certified financial statements be furnished at ]east once a y..ear to stockholders and the
NASD.~* In September 1962, a requirement was added that companies on the national and regional lists disclose promptly to the
public all corporate developments "which may affect the value of the
company’ssecurities or influence investors’ decisions."
~ See the discussion of the activities
and effect of the NASD’slocal committees below.
e~s The NASDdoes not furnish the dividend and similar information (except to indicate
when a stock is ex-dividend),
such as aI)D@ars in ogchange quotations in newspapers.
New,’papers which do print certain lnformat.ion of rials nature obtain it on their own.
"~S~The national list also contains about 200 mutual funds, 80 public authority
and
com~orate bonds, a~d. 50 foreign securities.
’:~ The appearance in the sheets of dealers without a bona fide trading interest may not
form the basis for a "realistic
market." In a number o~ sit~atlons
dealers have luserted
listings in the sheets upon the request of firms seeking to qualify a security for inclusion
on an NASDlist.
In this connection,
the chairma~ of the NASDNational Quotations
Cmnmittee stated :
"I would like to say as a footnote to what I said before that when we were operating
as District
12 before we would qualify a security for listing one of the standards was
that there was a legitimate dealer interest,
fo~r or five people making a market, and that
there were enough of us sitting around a table to realize that, although live people appeared
in the shoots, there was great tnterconnection
and that only one had the primary market.
In a nnmber of cases we turned down applications
of situations
such as that."
See
pt. C.R, above, and se,c. 5 below.
e.~ By comparison, the N¥SE (as of the end of 1962) requires
a minimum of 500,000
shares broadly distributed
among about 1,500 holders with 100 or more .shares each, and
the Amex (as of the same date) requires 200,000 shares broadly distributed
among 750
holders,
500 of whom must have 100 or more shares each. Both exchanges also have
requirements
concerning market value of securities,
earnings history,
and assets.
See
eh. VIII.B.
~The eastern
list
also requires
a minimum seasoning
period of 3 months for all
regulation
A filings.
For the midwest list,
issuers m~st publish dividend declarations
at least 10 days in advance.

TABLEVII-e.--Mini~u;n

Minimumrequirements

requiretnents

for listing

over-the-counter

stoct~s

in national

and various

regional

quotation

lists

Quotation
list
National

Eastern

~Ylidwest

Southwest

300in region.........
1,500 total, and 500 500 in region.........
200 in region .........
in each of 2 of the
4 regions.~
umberof shares .....
200000 in general
100,000, or 50 perpublic’s hands (or
cent of stock outstanding, in pubat least 2,000
holders nationlic hands.
ally).
$500,000 in public ......................
$500,000 tu public
’oral marketvalue of
stock outstanding.
hands.
hands.
hare value in order $5. ..................
$5 ...................
to list.
4d price to maintain
$3 ...................
$2 ...................
listing.
"Sufficient
dealer
Same
standard
as
~ealer interest .......
Same standard as Same standard as
interest to assure a
National.~
National.
National.
realistic market."
umber of stockholders.

~ At least for inclusion in the newcombinednationallist as published in the WallStreet
J’ournal, an issue mustbe in the handsof about1,000 stockholdersfor inclusion in the daffy
list, and about 400 holders for the weeklylist.

Pacific coast

National weekly

300in region .........

$500,000 in public
hands.
$5 ...................
Same standard
National.~

as

Regional weeklies

100in eachof 2 of the
4 regions.~

100 in region.

$2 ...................

$2 ...................

$1 ...................

$~ ...................

Sufficient dealer in
terest,
shown in
eastern sheets,

Sufficient dealer interest, shown in
regional sheets.

~ To maintain listing there must be at least 2 regional dealers quoting bid and asked
daily in the sheets.
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I~etail quotations are compiled and supplied to newspapers by or
under the supervision of NASDquotations committees. The national
257
list is the responsibility of the National Quotations Committee,
and the regional lists are under 4 of the 13 district quotations committees. There are also about 65 local quotations committees, in market
centers in each of the NASDdistricts.
In general, the committees
use the following procedure: The first step is to obtain wholesale bid
and asked quotations from one designated dealer for each security
on the particular list; there is no practice of obtaining quotations from
several dealers for purposes of comparison or selection. The dealer
supplying the quotation always knows the purpose for which it is
to be used. The dealers are selected with a view toward equalizing
the burden of supplying quotations. Although some attempt is made
to use as sources those dealers makinga market in the particular security~ quotations may be supplied by dealers who are not making a
market at all. In these last cases, the supplying dealer obtains the
quotation from another dealer.
The national and eastern lists are compiled in New York, the
mechanics and computations being performed for the NASDby the
National Quotation Bureau, which has a separate department for
this purpose. The Bureau collects dealer quotations twice a day by
messenger; in most other cities~, quotations are collected by telephone.
After the wholesale quotation is received~ it is used as the basis for
computing the retail quotation. This computation and attendant
problems are discussed below.
The NASDthen supplies the retail quotations to newspapers and
wire services. The national and regional lists appear only in the New
York Times and Wall Street Journal and their regional editions, and
a few other New York newspapers. The NASDhas considered replacing the one national and several regional lists with a single expanded
national list as has already been done by the Wall Street Journal.
In the few other cities that have an NASDcommittee compiling a
regional list~ the local newspapers carry most of the issues on such
list and may also carry quotations on more local issues. For all the
other newspapers throughout the country which carry over-thecounter quotations~ the NASDlocal committees supply the quotations
on all industrial securities. Quotations on banks~ insurance companies~
and mutual funds are usually obtained from the Associated Press;
but the Associated Press carrms no quotations on industrials, and the
United Press International’s over-the-counter coverage is even more
restricted.
The NASDhas recently been conducting discussions with
the Associated Press concerning possible expansion of its coverage.
The NASD’slocal committees do not confine themselves to quoting
securities that appear on the NASDnational or regional lists; ordinarily they furnish quotations on manysecurities actively traded in
the area. Each local committee collects quotations from dealers in
its area, even for those securities which it quotes that are carried on
the national or regional lists. Membersof the local committee may
submit quotations for any securities in which they make markets, bt{t
the acceptance of such quotations usually is determined by the local
committee. In some cases~ the full local committee may consist of
~ The National Committee has a paid staff of five whose function consists almost entirely of administering
the national and eastern lists.
See also the discussion of the
National Committee in eh. XII.(].
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only one or two members,usually those dealers most interested in the
publication of quotations. Each local committee, though appointed
by the district committee, itself decides which securities to quote and
howto operate. Standards vary widely, and there is little supervision
over the local committees.
Various committees of the NASDquote approximately 1,000 issues
which do not appear on the national or any regional list. Although
the NASD~s
policy is to quote both bid and asked prices in the national
and regional lists,
quotations provided by local committees are
frequently on the bid side only.
One of the major concerns of the NASDhas been that some newspapers carrying retail quotations of over-the-counter securities receive
them directly from individual dealers rather than from an NASD
committee. 2~s As a result of the efforts of the NASD,this practice
has diminished substantially. Local committees are often formed, at
the suggestion of an NASDdistrict committee chairman, by a dealer
who has been sublnitting his own quotations to a newspaper. Probably
fewer than 40 newspapers throughout the country now receive quotations independently of the NASD.
The NASDopposes and discourages the independent submission
of quotations because it feels that the dealer furnishing the quotations and having a byline attributing
them to him gets an unfair
competitive advantage over other dealers. Moreover, it is argued
that the practice may cause confusion among investors~ for quotations furnished by different dealers may vary. In Hartford~ Conn.,
for example, two different newspapers accept quotations from individual dealers and the prices for the same security sometimes vary
between them as well as varying from quotations on NASDlists. It
is also argued that there maybe no standards of selection of securities
quoted independently. Lastly, according to the NASD~sexecutive
director, in some of the cities where local committees were established
there formerly had been publication of ~vholesale quotations.
The NASDhas recently considered adopting a rule which would
restrict the publishing or circulating of retail quotations by members
without prior clearance by an NASDquotation committee.
(2) Nature of retail ~uotations
The retail bid price involves no computation: it is supposed to be
simply the wholesale bid. 2~’ The retail asked price is found by adding
to the submitted wholesale asked price an amount determined from a
suggested but not uniformly applied NASDschedule called the Rule
of Thumb.-~° In brief, stocks with wholesale asked prices up to $25
a share are converted to retail asked prices by adding about 5 percent
to the wholesale asked price; those selling bet~veen $25 and $70 are
increased by a markup ranging from 5 to 3.6 percent; those selling
between $70 and $100 are increased by a scale ranging from 3.6 to
2.5 percent; those selling between $100 and $135 are increased by a
~s The NASD’s Statement of Policy on quotations is: "The Board of Governors believes
that the interests
of the investing public and the sec~rities
business can best be served
when published
quotations
are supervise~
by NASD Quotatfon
Committees. * * * The
supervision of quotations representing the over-the-counter
market ~s properly an indu.stry
obligation and responsibility.
The Board o] Governors urges all members to assis~t i~ this
important work by releasing quotations ]or publication only through an NASDOommittee.’"
[Emphasis In original.]
NASDManual, G-53.
~ A few local committees reduce the wholes,~le bid to ~rrive at a retail price.
~OThe Rule of ’Thumb schednle yeas last revised in October 1962. l~or stocks priced
above $25, the old schedule provided slightly higher markups.

